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Senategrapples with
Two WSU students left fuming over
$4,000 British foreign studies program graduation issues
Two ceremonies, commencement
---1
'Filthly' living conditions, questionable
WSU's 'Foreign Exchange" rate

fees leave students angry, disillusioned
$1,500

Tuition

which Nichols purchased.
"Professor Nichols promised that
•
the return dates on the airplane tickets
Room
$1,000
Directors of a Winona State Uni- he purchased for us would be changeable
for
a
small
processing
fee.
He
versity study abroad program are
coming under fire from angry stu- allowed us to believe that the date on
dents who paid thousands of dollars our tickets were changeable, when in
Plane
to participate in the program they fact they were not," Van Duyse said.
$750
Bergquist, a junior marketing madescribe as dissapointing and a waste
jor, also complained about the airline
of money.
Melissa Van Duyse and Wade tickets.
"He (Nichols) completely lied about
Berqquist, two Winona State students
Various Fees
$600
who participated in the program last the plane tickets being changeable,"
spring, said the program left them Bergquist said. "Before we left for the
trip, Dr. Nichols said that our tickets
disillusioned and out of $4,000.
Van Duyseand Berqquist said they could be changeable for a fee at any$150 Special Trip
are also angry with the program's time, for any reason, but this was completely
untrue.
We
left
thinking
that
directors because of problems with
Cost breakdown estimated from WSU Sunderland exchange
the living conditions, tour cancella- we had an option to come home early
tions, and lack of communication if we wanted to, but we did not."
students during the Spring quarter of 1993.
Bergquist also said if his tickets were
between the overseas program director, the WSU program director, and changeable, he would have come home
earlier.
Bergquist said they were told their that the University of Sunderland did
the student participants.
Nichols said he never promised the trip to Brussels was canceled because what it could to plan a European exThe program is offered through
the WSU English department, and tickets would be changeable fora small of financial reasons, and the trip to perience for them.
The students also said the living
Amsterdam turned out to be "parun by James Nichols, head of the processing fee.
"I did not encourage anyone to be- thetic."
conditions at the University of
English department. In the brochures,
"We were dropped off in Sunderland were also unacceptable,
the program boast of providing the lieve that they could change ticket dates
opportunity for WSU students to of the sort they had. I gave the airline Amsterdam and basically told noth- and there was no way to contact home
the expressed dates that the ing. We were told how to get to the had an emeregency arisen.
study abroad in EnVan Duyse said that the place she
students wanted to return airport in three days and that is all," he
gland at the University
and everything else was up said.
stayed was very questionable and
of Sunderland.
to the company," Nichols
Van Duyse said she did not under- dirty to live in.
Van Duyse, a
said.
"The carpet was worn down bad
stand how this trip went from a schedsophmore undeclared
Van Duyse and uled list of sites in the European Par- and the rooms were dirty, old, and
major, said her probBergquist said they were liament, to being dropped off in crummy," she said.
lems began before she
also disappointed with the Amsterdam.
Mary Patricia Cleveland, a junior
even left for England.
school's planned European
"If it would have been a trip we education major, who also partici"We were not told
trip to Brussels, Belgium.
planned ourselves, it would not have pated in the program, said her living
everything we should
According to the pro- been bad. I thought that the school conditions were okay, but described
have before going on the
gram itenary, the students would have provided us better than the other areas as old and dirty.
trip. Everything was
were to visit the European they did," she said.
"The areas that some of the
completely unorgaJames N ichols
Parliament as a part of their
students had to stay in were not
According to Van Duyse and
nized from the beginEuropean government Bergquist, the living conditions in accommodating. There were holes,
ning," Van Duyse said.
mold in the closets and not appetizclass. Nichols said the trip Amsterdam were crude.
"Dr. Nichols gave
ing at all," she said.
"The place we stayed at was frightout very little detailed information was canceled and the students were
Cleveland also said the University
on what students should expect upon told to choose somewhere else to go ening to say the least and not even
of Sunderland did nothing to help
arrival and the beginning of class (at and the school would plan the trip. cleaned properly," Van Duyse said.
The students decided on Amsterdam,
"They were disgusting living situa- the students out concerning
the University of Sutherland)."
emergencies and safety precautions
Van Duyse said she was also dis- Holland, which, according to Van tions. The place was dirty and filthy to
pleased with other areas of the pro- Duyse and Bergquist, was another dis- live in," Bergquist said.
Nichols said he did not know what
gram. One such area concerned the appointment because of poor organisee Abroad, page 3
happened with the European trip and
return dates on the airline tickets zation.

By JILL POMPLUN
News Reporter

Fire victims turn
to senate for help
BY MAGGIE McCALLUM
Co-News Editor

It has been a month since two arson related fires left many students
homeless, and without personal items.Since then many developments have
taken place to help them put their lives back together.
Last year when a fire in the middle of the night left several students in
need, Student Senate came to the rescue by taking food, clothing,money and
other donations to give to the victims. Once again Seanate is here to help.
Student Senate has been taking monatary donations to help the victim's
of this years fire get back on their feet. They stopped taking food and clothing
donations for various reasons.
" Last year when we were taking all sorts of different donation's the
office was a mess." explained Student Senate president Sean Rahn," Most of
the victims last year did not even come down and get anything , leaving us
with all of the stuff to take care of."
Student Senate ended up donating the left over item's to Volunteer
Services.
Another reason the Senate has not been taking various items is because
the extent of the damaage varies. While every resident lost everything last
year, this year some people just suffered from water damage.
The Senate has raised $3000.00 so far . They have given $1,500 to the
WSU book store. After the fire, victims were able to charge books and other
items . The cost is being covered by the Senate.
The rest of the money will go directly to victims. They will be able to
apply for the money. The seriousness of their damage will determine how
much money they will recieve.
The totals of donations have been low this year, Senate went around to
the residence halls and collected what they could. " It is alot more difficult
to collect money than food. " said Rahn," People can give a box of macaroni
and cheese much more easily."
The Senate will continue to collect money, all donations can be taken or
sent to the Student Senate office in Krysco Commons.

Winona 's
91fittcrackgr
Fantasy

Four different campus groups, the
Winona Symphony Orchestra, the
WSU Dance Society, the WSU
Children's Chorus and the Winona
International Dancers, united to
present The Nutcracker in the
WSU Performing Arts Center on
Sunday Dec. 4.

Above: Karinna Smelser, the
student conductor for this performance, directs the Winona
Symphony Orchestra.
Right: Jennifer Vongroven, one of
the Winona International Dancers,
performs the Arabian Dance.

speaker, Title IX fill senate's agenda
By HEIDI DAHM

side the university to speak.
The reasoning behind this was that
Proposed changes for this year's there is no budget for an outside
graduation ceremonies have created speaker.
For the proposal for an outside
concern for students planning on
speaker to be monitarily feasable,
graduating this year.
someone would have to have been
The issue of the number of gradufound to speak at no charge, or other
ation tickets available to students,
and this year's commencement budgets would have to be scraped to
speaker were the top issues on the come up with the funding. Next on
the agenda was the quarters vs. seagenda for student senate at their
mesters issue. In the poll conducted
first meeting of winter quarter.
At the Nov. 2 senate meeting, the during winter pre-registration, 81%
comencement committee made a rec- of the students favored the currently
used quarter system, 19% opposed it,
ommendation that to comply with
with only 22.4%
fire codes, stuof the student
dents would
population votonlybeallowed
ing. Student senthree tickets to
ate supports the
the ceremony
students decison
instead of four.
to stay with
Since then,
quarters but the
other options
State University
such as two cerBoard is considemonies was
ering the converbrought forth.
sion to semesters
The way the
see Forum, page with the possible
proposed two
implementation
ceremonies
by 1997.
would work is
Title 9 Comthe academic
colleges would be split into a morn- pliance, a 1972 compliance stating
that the male to female ratio of stuing and an afternoon ceremony. This
dents participating in athletics be
would allow for more seating inside
equal to that of total student enrollthe gymnasium, and students would
ment, is not being followed at WSU.
then have access to six tickets.
Current enrollment at WSU is 60%
Another option would be that no
female and 40% male. Men's athletic
walk throughs would be allowed.
participation is 63% and women's is
All graduation requirements would
have to be met by graduation day, or only 37%. A proposal made by WSU
the student would have to wait until athletic director Steve Juaire, to comcompletion of all required work to ply with the standards, is to eliminate JV baseball, cut football to the
walk through a graduation ceremony. So far, no conclusions have minimal amount of players allowed
been reached by the senate or uni- on the team, and implement a
women's soccer program. Juaire's
versity officials.
The other graduation topic that proposed changes would bring the
senate is grappling with is the issue compliance to nearly a 50/50 ratio.
Another suggestion, made by the
of choosing a commencement
speaker for this year. A student sen- Title 9 All-University committee, was
ate commencement committee rec- to make Danceline a competive varommendation was made to allow a sity sport, which would help make
student commencement speaker Winona State concurrent with Title 9.
only, and not the proposed idea of
see Senate, page 3
paying a prominent figure from out-

News Reporter

Do you prefer
two graduation
ceremonies--liberal arts and sciences?
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MnSU JOB FAIR '95

News Briefs

IS OPEN TO ALL WSU
JUNIORS AND SENIORS

MSUSA Chancellor to Visit WSU
MSUSA Chancellor Terry MacTaggart will visit
WSU Thursday, Dec. 8 to brief the university on
MSUSA's legislative agenda for 1995. This will be the
Chancellor's last official visit to Winona State with the
merger of Minnesota's state universities, colleges, and
technical colleges into a single system, eliminating his
position. The position will be held by the Higher Education Board and its Chancellor. MacTaggart plans to cover
several key issues dealing with the upcoming merger in
the briefing.

What Is It?
The Minnesota State Universities Job Fair is Minnesota's
largest Job Fair offering an edge to candidates by meeting
with over 100 local and national employers.
(List of employers attending is available at Career Planning and Placement.)

When Is It?
Monday, February 6 Employer Exhibits
8:30am-3:30pm
Interviews Conducted 8:00am-7:00pm

Where Is It?
Minneapolis Convention Center

Hamilton-Merrit Comes to WSU

Why Shoufd I Attend?
Because the Job Fair offers the opportunity to:
1. Interview at the Fair for full-time and internship positions
2. Pass out resumes to employers
3. Make contacts which could lead to future interviews and
employment
4. Gather employment and organization information

WSU will host speaker Dr. Jane Hamilton-Merrit
on Jan. 18, 1995 at 7 p.m. in room 154 in the Performing
Arts Center. Hamilton-Merrit will be speaking and giving
a slide presentation on " The Untold Story: The Hmong
and the Secret War, a Story of Courage and Survival in the
Face of International Betrayal." Hamilton-Merrit, a news
correspondent during the Vietnam War, has been nominated for a Pulitzer prize. She is the author of six books
and is a consultant on Southeast Asian affairs. She is also
the winner of the Inland Daily Press Associations Grand
Prize Trophy, for front line photo coverage of the Vietnam
War.

What Do I Se ed To Do?
Register with Career Planning and Placement, 110 Gildemeister.
Registration fee is $15. For more information call 457-5340 or attend
one of the following workshops:
Wednesday, January 4 Gildemeister 155 5:00 pm
Thursday, January 5
Gildemeister 155 10:00 am

WSU CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT

Cultural Diversity to be Discussed
The WSU student senate cultural diversity committee, in conjunction with the WSU cultural diversity office,
is offering both students and community members the
opportunity to voice their concerns over cultural/ethnic
diversity in the greater Winona area. The meeting will take
place on Dec. 13, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in purple
rooms 105 and 106 in Kryszko Commons at WSU. The
Cultural Diversity task force of Winona, which is comprised of business, community and university leaders, will
be listening to and addressing the cultural diversity concerns of the community. All are welcome to attend.

Minnesota State University News
All-in-one School ID

111111 :/11111111111i"

T WITH ONE TOUCH OF 'THE BUTTON PENDANT.
GET
EMERGENCY
HELP
F-A-S
THE BUTTON' HAS THE POLICE DISPATCHED TO YOUR HOME AUTOMATICALLY.
PENDANT IS WATER—RESISTANT IN TUB OR SHOWER.
THE MINATURE.911 CALL
THE SECURITY CONSOLE EASILY PLUGS UP TO YOUR TELEPHONE IN SECONDS.
soRRY...CALL TODAY FOR A FREE BROCHURE.
BETTER
SAFE
THAN
REMEMBER ,
Neves Atay home wahout

Moorehead State University, Rochester Community
College, and University of Minnesota Twin Cities all have
a new Student ID The new ID is a way to promote an open
market on campus. The card acts as a regular ID but it is
also a bank card, long distance card, allows direct deposit
of student pay checks and financial aid, and can be used
like a credit card at local businesses.
While the card promotes an open market, it has been
criticized as encouraging the formation of a monopoly
because all students are required to open an account with
First Bank when using this card.

Residence Hall Eases Transition
Mankato State University has taken a step to help
freshman with the transition to college life by opening an
all freshman dormitory. The dorm, Maverick Hall, opened
this year in a pilot program. The hall has the opportunity
to receive extra residential life support, tutors and many
social activities. The goal of the dorm is to ensure a
positive environment for first year freshmen students.

State Grants Get Boost
The Minnesota Higher education board, or MHECB,
voted to recommend a 29 percent increase in State Grant
funding for the next two years to help low income undergraduate students pay for college or vocational school.
Under the proposal, State Grant funding would increase by
$55 million in the next two years. If the proposal is
adopted, the grants will be awarded specifically to students from low income families.

Students Appointed to Board
The Minnesota State University Student Association
has chosen two undergraduate students to fill positions as
MSUSA committee coordinators. Miguel Gaub, a sophomore at Southwest State, has been selected to lead the
MSUSA Academic Affairs Committee, while Brent Glass,
a junior at Bemidji State, has been chosen to chair the
Student Services Committee. Their recent appointment by
Andrea Ruesch, MSUSA state chair, completes the list of
MSUSA committee coordinators for the 1994-1995
academic year.
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Monitoring
connection fee
CALLS THE COPS
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L
AUTOMATICALLY !
1-305-537-3617 (24 HOUR RECORDING )
CALL RIGHT NOW:
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The Winonan, Winona State University's first student newspaper established in
1922, is managed, funded, and operated by, and for the students of Winona State
University. The Winonan generates 65 percent of its budget through advertising sales
The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activity fees.
Subscriptions for persons outside of the university are available from the business
manager. Address all correspondence: The Winonan, Winona State University,
Kryszko Commons, Winona 55987, ph. (507) 457-5520.
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the
Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for both
individual achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and may not be
reproduced without permission.
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The Winonan
is looking for a
Distribution Manager
for the rest of the
94-95 year!
This is a paid position that
requires only a couple hours
of work a week.
If interested talk to Bryant or Debbie!
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Chicken Noodle Soup

Beef Brisket Sandwiches

Champion Burgers

Smaug singers.

ICE CREAM
CONCOCTIONS
Test our homemade super - premium ice
cream. A wonderful multiple choice of
sundaes, floats, shakes and scoops.

4,4

JEFFERSON
BURGERS

cr,,trw.

Select the burger that best
matches your munchie craving!
s.

we use specially selected and
seasoned ground beef and served on
fresh buns we baked this morning. A+

WORLD'S BEST
FRIES
Slioed by hand from
Jumbo Idaho Russet
potatoes and fried
with the jackets on.

GAME KOOvl
• Video games
• Billiards
• Darts

Joshua Smith/Asst. Photo Editor

John Smith and Dan Sebranek entertained people in the Smaug on Thursday Dec. 1st.
Malts

Abroad
continued from page 1

"I spent a few days taking the students on trips in the area and answering any questions in which they had.
I did whatever I could to make their
transition easy," he said.

that needed to be taken.
Nichols said he has stayed in the
housing provided by the University
of Sunderland and that it is fairly
new and equivalent to other university campuses.

Bergquist said he would not go on
the trip again, and he would not want
these kind of things to happen to
anyone else.

Bergquist said he thinks Nichols
should have played a larger role in
the planning of their trip.

"I enjoyed some of my time spent
in Sunderland only because I had to
find out almost everything on my
own, with no help," he said.

"We did not have a tour of the
campus or the city in Sunderland by
Dr. Nichols or John Larken, (director of the program in Sunderland),"
he said. "Going to another country
can be enough culture shock by itself. We did not get the right kind of
help from the people who were supposed to be in charge."
•
Van Duyse said Nichols showed
the students the mall and a castle
that were near the University of
Sunderland, but he did not take the
extra time to show them what they
really needed to know.

"Dr. Nichols over-exaggerated
the extent to which he helped us, he
showed us a few university buildings, but only the ones on the way to
the mall," she said.
Nichols said he did everything
possible to make their trip as easy
and profitable as possible.

Cleveland agreed, and said they
were not informed properly and had
to learn things the hard way.
"The meeting I went to before the
trip was all about the fun times that
the students had whilethey were there
the previous year, but we were not
told about the important things," she
said.
This was the first year in which Dr.
Nichols had directed the program,
and the first year also for the director
in Sunderland, John Larken.
Nichols said that it is a possibility
that some of the arrangements reflect
new management in Sunderland, and
that the experiences of students in the
past have been positive.
In reaction to Van Duyse's complaints, Nichols said her complaints
are a direct result of her misconception of the trip and that her expecta-

Interactive Television
The Hottest New
Game In Town!

Sundaes

A

Awesome!

Shakes

Snowstorms

ipr

Grasshopper Pie

tions were too high.

E BURGER

"The program is not intended to
be a guided tour. When you travel
abroad, you cope and learn things."

Order one World.Champion Hamburger
and receive a second one FREE.

"Melissa was also not on campus
for the month before the trip. It is
possible that some of her problems
were the result of her not being on
campus for that month to ask questions or attend meetings," he said.
Van Duyse said that her main objective in complaining about the trip
was so that things might be changed
for other students in the future.
"I hope that other students do
not have to encounter the same
difficulties and upsetting experiences that I did," she said.

This $1.99 value may be applied to
any hamburger on our menu.
GOOD TI-IRL1 December 31, 1994
Limit one coupon per table
per visit. Not valid with any other discounts or promotions.

58 Center Street Downtown Winona—on the Levee.
One Block East of Wilkie Steamboat Center 452-2718
W5U 56

Christmas Open 9-fouse
Thursday - Friday 8:30-4:30prn

Senate

* *SPECIAL *

continued from page 1

ROSES $ 10.99 PERDOZEN
CARNA7ION5 $6.99 PER DOZEN

Other items for the agenda consist of a name change for the University. This is a MSUSA driven proposal that would make our name
Minnesota State University at
Winona, a University credit union
will be discussed concerning startup funds and the deposit of money
into the credit union, and the upcoming Lobby Days on Feb. 8 and
March 15.

RXTZKO COMMONS' PHONE (507) 457-5615
rtlfzis y44„
'

•L
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**STOP B7FOR RE FRESHMENT5 AND PRIZ ES* *

Totally Free
Checking For
Totally Broke
Students.
AT TCF, we give you the kind of break you need. Our Totally Free

Checking accounts have no monthly service charges and no minimum
balance requirements.
You also get the convenience of a TCF Express Teller card, usable at
more than 400 cash machines in Minnesota, including most major
college campuses, area shopping centers, and Target stores. And we'll
give you a Totally Free Gift just for opening your account.
Altogether, banking with us gives you a set of breaks that can really cut
the high cost of being totally broke.

Destination: Akita, Japan
Departure:
Spring 1995 and Fall 1995

YOUR TICKET TO JAPAN

LIVE AND LEARN AT

Minnesota State University
Akita
Learn Japanese language, history, culture
Enhance educational experiences
Strengthen resume with international exposure
Develop life-long friendships and valuable
career contacts
• Personal growth and development

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Japanese roommates
Homestays
Field trips
Opportunity to travel through
the Far East

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
TRAVEL GRANT PROVIDES
FREE AIRFARE
(with minimum 3 quarter enrollment)

Enroll for One, Two, or Three Quarters
Spring Quarter: April 11, 1995 - June 28, 1995
(Deadline for application: December 15, 1994)
Fall Quarter: September 6, 1995 - November 24, 1995
(Deadline for application: May 15, 1995)

First 50 checks FREE plus $10 cash premium.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND
APPLICATION MATERIALS, CONTACT:
TCF Winona
Layfayette and 5th St.
452-5202

TCF Express Teller
located at Kryzsko Commons,
Student Union

►

fsb
Deposits insured to $100,000 by FDIC. TCF Bank Minnesota fsb

Dr. Ruth Forsythe
International Studies - Minne 128
Winona State University
Winona, MN 55987
Telephone: 507-457-5429 or 5564

""` MINNESOTA
STATE UNI VERSMES
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Security leaves much to be desired
Winona State University campus security guards
have been receiving a lot of exposure in the news over
the past three and a half months. After the controversy
over the Code Blue security lights, the assaults by the
Winona teenagers on Winona State students and the
resulting increase in preventative security measures,
more people in Winona are aware of the existence of the
WSU security force than ever before. Or are they?
It's been a fact at WSU for a long time that it's a rarity
to see a campus security guard on campus if they aren't
locking a building, or escorting someone home. If they're
not patrolling the campus, or escorting people home
safely, where are they?
The lobbies of Prentiss-Lucas hall or Sheehan hall,
which are favorite hangouts of security guards, are
where, more often than not, you'll be able to find them.
The problem is most people aren't lucky enough to be
assaulted in the lobby of either building. This laxity
could cause a major security goof, which could result in
someone becoming the victim of a violent crime if the
victim doesn't happen to be walking by either of these
two buildings when they are mugged, assaulted, or
even raped.
No one wants to run the risk of suffering the same
fate as the victims of the assaults in October, and it could
happen again.
It appears to us that in order to be a security guard for
WSU, the only hurdles to clear is a successful completion of the training program required. How safe is
someone from an assault, or how secure is a building
from burglary when the security guard hired to protect
and patrol has only had a couple of weeks training and
might not be able to defend themselves in a violent
situation, let alone two people.
Is the training sufficient for the type of work these
people are hired to do? It would seem it hasn't been, in
light of the events during October and the fact that
security guards are one of the rarest sights on campus
after the sun goes down.
But what about newly hired Delta Security? During
the weekdays, WSU is graced with the presence of Delta
Security guards who patrol the campus at great expense
to the students and the university.
These guards, while on duty, have been seen roaming the streets around Somsen with parking attendants,
talking to friends in the Smaug, and sitting in the campus parking office. These examples of behavior may not
be typical of all Delta guards, but enough of them have
been witnessed not doing their jobs to become the
subject of conversation among students and have earned
their spot in this editorial.
A new problem arises after examining the habits of
both Delta and WSU security guards. It appears both
groups of guards have avoided being checked on any
sort of regular basis. There seems to be no one to keep
them from loafing around the streets by Somsen, sitting
in the Prentiss-Lucas lobby playing cards, or socializing
with friends.
There is a need for university officials to make sure

the money that is being spent on security is being spent
to keep the campus secure, not spent on guards who sit
around and chew the fat with their friends.
We'll admit there are probably times when there is
nothing to do, considering that the Winona's crime rate
isn't the highest in the nation, but there is no excuse for
security guards, who's primary job is to be a visible
deterrent against crime, to sit inside and wait for someone to call them when they need help.
The recent measures which have been taken to increase security at WSU have been necessary for a long
time. We know the state has been less than helpful when
the security budget needed a financial boost, and it's too
bad that it took a string of assaults to get the necessary
upgrades that WSU sorely needed.
But now that WSU has spent a little pocket change for
security, which was hard to come by in the first place, it
appears that university officials are perfectly willing to
squander it away by allowing guards to patrol the
campus between coffee breaks and stimulating conversation.
Students should feel safe when walking across campus at night. Many still don't. The lack of roving guards
not only makes students and residents uneasy, but also
makes the campus look deserted, which can't possibly
make any visiting mother or father feel confident in their
decision to send their child to WSU.
Don't get us wrong, we certainly do not endorse the
university sending out patrols for the sole purpose of
impress parents, but it is a fact that parents do visit at
times other than the orientation weeks for prospective
students.
The hiring of a new security/parking director who
has a background in criminology and maybe some
police experience would be a gigantic step in the right
direction for this school.
The director could hire qualified individuals, thoroughly train them, and make sure they do their jobs
correctly. Also, a knowledge of Winona crime statistics,
the needs of the university, and the ability to persuade
the right people to get the money needed to improve
security should be cri teria that the applicant would have
to meet.
Until we see this position filled, which is in the works
right now, WSU officials need to keep a close eye on how
their money is being spent. Monitoring both the WSU
guards and the Delta security guards, making sure they
are doing their jobs and not wasting the students and the
university's valuable time and money.
Even with increased numbers of guards on duty and
the extra shifts they are now working, it would seem
there is still no guarantee that security guards will be in.
proximity to an incident to protect the victim of a crime
on the Winona State campus. They can't be everywhere
at once, but they can try like hell because everyone runs
the risk of suffering the same fate as the victims of the
assaults in October when the security guards let their
guard down.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Column hits home

will be proud to call your own.

Dear Editor,

Gil Gutknecht
U.S. Representative-elect

I have been a fan of Dean Korder's
writing style, and his "Impressions
From the Hypogeum" column in the
Winonan, for a long time. This is not
to say I always agree with what Dean
writes, but I sure like the way he
writes it.
Dean's column in the Nov. 9 issue
of the Winonan, subtitled "Somewhere
in Texas," really touched me. By the
end of the first paragraph of the column about the 12-year old boy who is
experiencing all the joys and pains of
everyday life, I knew where Dean
was going. I could feel the emotion in
the column build. I could feel Dean's
frustration and sadness at not being
there to experience this young life
with the boy. And yes, I knew by the
end of the first paragraph that he was
writing about his son.
I'm clipping that article to give to
my children, who are about the same
age as Dean's son, and who live only
30 miles from me, and who I get to see
every other weekend.
I've had the germ of an idea to
write something creative that would
tell my children how much I miss
them and how much I miss experiencing everyday life with them. When
I say good-bye to my son and daughter on a Sunday night and watch the
taillights of their mother's car disappear down the road and out of sight,
I'm already missing them and looking 13 days into the future when I'll
get to be with them for another scant
48 hours.
Dean wrote about his feelings so
well, and mine, and I'm sure those of
nearly all non-custodial parents. It
wasn't a day-brighter to read that
column, but it was a moment of reality in a sometimes too unreal world.
Thanks Dean.

Tom Grier
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Thank you to
all supporters
Dear Editor,
I would like to take the opportunity to thank you, the people of the
First District, for hiring me to serve as
your representative in Washington
for the next two years. Just as this
congressional seat never belonged to
the Democrats, it does not belong to
the Republicans. It has always belonged to you, the people of southeastern Minnesota, and I greatly appreciate the privilege of representing
you.
The next two years are going to be
exciting in Washington. For the first
time since 1953, there will be a new
party in control of both houses of the
United States Congress. The results
of this massive change will be nothing short of revolutionary.
The Republican landslide has left
many Washington insiders, including President Clinton, scratching their
heads, trying to figure out what message the American people were sending. It really isn't that complicated.
Last Tuesday you said that the government was too big and too intrusive. You voted against politics as
usual, saying "no" to more government control and "yes" to more personal responsibility.
We Republicans got the message
loud and clear. In the first 100 days of
the 104th Congress, you will se us
vote on the ten bills detailed in the
Contract With America—bills that
rage from welfare reform to a balanced budget amendment, tax relief
to term limits.
Again, thank you for giving me
the opportunity represent you. I hope
to be the kind of congressman yo'u

Media conspiracy
Dear Editor,
I know of no better evidence of
corporate control of the news than the
near complete absence of coverage of
Jennifer Harbury's four week hunger
strike in front of the national palace in
Guatemala City, Guatemala. Jennifer
Harbury is a Harvard-educated lawyer, human rights activist and author
of the book, "Bridge of Courage," about
the Guatemalan revolution. Her husband, Efrain Bamaca Velasquez, is a
guerilla commander being held and
tortured in a clandestine Guatemalan
prison. This is according to eyewitness accounts from escaped prisoners
who know Commandant Everado, as
Efrain Bamaca Velasques is called.
Jennifer is only asking that her husband be treated in accordance with
international law—that is to be given a
public trial and not to be tortured.
I think the complete lack of news
coverage in this country is due to the
fact that the United States brought to
power the series of fascists police states
ruling Guatemala since 1954, and the
U.S. has provided the military aid and
training that has resulted in nearly two
hundred thousand people being killed
or "disappeared" by the army or death
squads, including union organizers,
students, professors, clergy, peasant
leaders and, indeed, anyone who dares
help poor people. Whole Mayan villages have been wiped off the map,
and the only evidence a massacre took
place is provided by forensic experts
looking at the exhumed skeletons, as
in the El Mozote massacre in El Salvador. The Guatemalan police kill homeless street children and such hideous
torture is used that it can't even be
described in this letter, or the letter
would not have the slight chance it
now has of being printed.
I believe another reason for the lack
of coverage is the role of the United
Fruit Company played in influencing
the CIA to overthrow the Arbenz government in 1954 and the large profits
present American and transnational
corporations are making utilizing the
cheap labor that the current repressive
climate in Guatemala makes possible.
It seems the U.S. media would rather
distract people's attention from serious issues like Guatemala to skaters
having other skaters whacked on the
knee or the sexual misconduct of rock
stars or every little nuance and triviality associated with the O.J. Simpson
trial. None of these things will determine the survival of Mankind, but lessons learned from the tragedy in Guatemala just might!

Gary Sudorough
Bellflower, Ca.

Merger seen as
logical step
Dear Editor,
In our current fiscal environment,
business as usual will not work. Study
after study has indicated that there is
significant overlap between the systems. Administration, student services, equipment and programs are all
areas where eliminating overlap and
duplication, together with improved
coordination would reduce costs considerably.
State colleges and universities use
different application forms, charge different application fees, charge different kinds of fees, have different rules
for transferring credit, register students
differently, ask students to provide
different types of information upon
registration and put the burden on

students to carry transcripts and other
institutional information to another
college or university.
The 1991 Legislature established the
merger of the state universities, the
community colleges, and the technical
colleges to take effect on July 1, 1995.
The mandate was consistent with a
national trend in higher education
which has been toward greater centralization, designed to accomplish
greater accountability, less competition among public colleges and universities, and greater efficiency.
Academic programs which function efficiently serve the taxpayers as
well as the students. The state foots
the bill for approximately 2/3 of a
student's instructional cost. Imagine
the money that could be saved by the
student and the taxpayers if the new
system allows students to finish their
studies earlier!
I recognized when I introduced this
legislation to merge the three systems
that additional funding would be
needed at the outset to bring the technical colleges into a statewide system
and to provide for uniform accounting
among the systems. However, one
could easily argue that these changes
would have come about without the
legislative mandate. It was never my
intent to finance the merger by asking
students to pay for it in tuition increases. Ultimately, cost savings inherent in reducing from three administrations to one can be pumped back
into his/her educatiOn for quality initiatives and technology enhancement.
There is no magic to be found in any
organizational arrangement, including
the one that will take effect July 1, 1995.
Any system to work effectively, takes
talented people of good will to make it
work. However, the merger will make
it easier to cooperate and communicate among the colleges and universities and students stand to be the major
beneficiaries.
A single governing board for the
state university system, the community college system, and the technical
college system will help contain costs,
increase efficiency, and improve student mobility and choice in public education. The change is long overdue.

Roger D. Moe
Senate Majority Leader

Cleanup your act
Dear Editor,
For the past two, on a weekly basis,
I've breezed from my classes on campus to the shack I call "home." Almost
religiously, somewhere between campus and home, I realize I have yet to
pick up this weeks edition of the
Winonan. Desperate for news, knowledge, or whatever it is I find between
the pages, I have developed an appreciation for our campus' first student
newspaper.
More often than not, however, I am
disappointed that you at the Winonan
don't seem to respect my intelligence,
my ability to detect the mistakes you've
so carelessly overlooked. Quite honestly, these mistakes are distracting to
the reader and take away from the
otherwise good work you are doing.
I don't claim to be a news writer.
But I do understand what good writing is.

David Stay
Business Administration major
We invite our readers to share
their ideas in these columns.
All letters must be received by
the Sunday preceeding our
Wednesday publication days.
Please send letters to the
Winonan, Kryzsko Commons,
Winona, MN 55987. The more
concise the letters, the less we
will have to edit for our space.
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Reich: cut 'corporate welfare'
By BRYANT L. SCOTT
Managing Editor

There are many economists who argue cutting back on
many of the corporate subsidies, either direct expenditures
or tax preferences could cause prices to increase in industries that rely on them.
The Republican "Contract with America," list welTake for example Clinton's efforts to change land-use
;are reform as one of its top priorities to address in the
policies in Western states like Idaho, Montana, and Wyoupcoming Congressional session. Republicans have
ming. Acting on the orders of Clinton, Interior Secretary
promised to cut social welfare as we know it in an
Bruce Babbitt pushed for reform of national policies on
overall effort to reduce dependency on government grazing lands for cattle ranchers.
handouts.
But "grazing rights" have become such a mainstay in
But many Democrats say this is a Republican ploy to
western ranching, that many ranchers calculate them into
capitalize on current hostility against immigrants and
their total ranch assets.
welfare mothers, prompting Labo r SecSo when Babbitt wanted to raise the
tetary Robert Reich to rant against what
fees ranchers pay for grazing on governhe called "corporate welfare."
ment land that is already subsidized up
In a speech to the Democratic Leadto 33 percent less than similar private
ership Council, Reich said big busiland, his efforts were met with stiff opponess should also be targeted for reform, by eliminating
sition from conservative legislatures and lobbying groups.
the billions of dollars in tax breaks it receives from the
Thus, Reich's proposal wasn't received well by the Demogovernment.
cratic Leadership Council, an organization established by
Reich then said the money saved from "corporate
"new Democrats" who no longer wanted to be linked with
welfare" reform should be used to train disadvantaged
the liberal ideas of their predecessors and of which former
Americans with new job skills.
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton once headed.
"Since we are committed to moving the disadvanAnd despite Clinton's 1992 presidential campaign
taged from welfare to work, why not target corporate pledges to reduce corporate handouts, Clinton has been
welfare as well and use the savings to help all Americans
neutral in his response to Reich's proposal. Clinton said
get better work?" Reich was quoted as saying in a recent
Reich's proposal is interesting, but he has made no definiissue of the Chicago Tribune.
tive decision on any of the specifics.
Earlier this year, the Progressive Policy Institute, a
Clinton's waffling on this proposal could be a direct
liberal think tank, produced a report which offered a
result of his 1993 budget plan which called for a reduction
plan to save an estimated $111 billion in five years by in corporate handouts, but it was met with stern disapcutting subsidies in areas such as oil, timber, gas, and
proval by many Republican legislatures.
farming.
In addition, these attempts to cut corporate handouts
In comparison, Republicans have recently proposed
failed in a Congress controlled by the Democrats, but the
cuts in funding for social programs such as food stamps,
Nov. 8 elections put control of the House in Republican
food supplements, and school lunches totaling $36.4 hands, and both Reich and Clinton know any proposals for
..illion in potential one-year savings.
reducing corporate handouts aren't politically feasible.
Secretary Reich also proposed a plan to save an
However, Reich persists in his efforts, challenging Reestimated $45 billion per year by cutting direct subsidies
publican leadership to come up with their own plans to cut
and tax breaks to areas such as transportation and
"corporate welfare."
construction respectively.
Reich argues that big business has also become too
Two major vehicles used to distribute benefits from
dependent upon government subsides and tax breaks for
various federal agencies to U.S. businesses are direct its very survival, and it too needs to be slowly weaned off
expenditures and tax expenditures, but also included in this kind of economic support.
'41e corporate dole are complex credit subsidies, subsi"We are on our way to becoming a two-tiered society
dized services, and trade restrictions.
composed of a few winners and a larger group left behind,
The single greatest recipient of direct expenditures
whose anger and disillusionment is easily manipulated,"
via the Commodity Credit Corporation is the agriculReich said in his speech. "Once unbottled, mass resentment
tural industry which took-in payments estimated at $11
can poison the moral integrity of a nation, replacing ambibillion according to a 1990 report done by the Office of tion with envy and tolerance with hate."
Management and Budget.
Over the past several decades, policymakers and politiIndustrial Development Bonds (IBDs) are a good
cians have cut funding for welfare programs aimed at
of a tax break for big businesses that are relahelping the poor while increasing welfare programs for big
tively unknown to the general public.
businesses and the rich, according to Reich.
IBDs are exempt from federal taxes, therefore lendHe said the problem lies in the fact of the narrow and
ers charge lower interest rates for the borrower, while constricted meaning of welfare: only the poor receive aid,
financial institutions receive participation fees accordwhi le o thers receive loans, grants, subsidies, and tax breaks.
ing to the Congressional Budget Office.

News Analysis

the

AntagoniStS

Theories abound over Nov. 8 elections
The results
of the midterm
By
elections were
RANDAL
decisive, but
Mc DOWELL
unclear. For
many the answers are, at
best, difficult.
Republicans of course
point to President Clinton. They, just as many others, cite Whitewater,
early miscues over important appointments, an incompetent white house staff, sexual misconduct on the part
of the President himself and the failure to pass health
care reform as just of few of the reasons for a Republican
rise.
But despite these and other obvious criticisms, the
truth lies with the American people. It is the American
people who hold the answers to this most recent historical glitch in American politics because it is they, the
millions of non-voters, who really allowed this to take
place.
For example, exit polls showed that one-third of
those who did vote cited family values and morality as
the issue that mattered most to them—ahead of crime,
jobs, and health.
Meanwhile, 60 percent of those who could have
voted, didn't, leaving Congress a still strong 47 percent
Democrat.
Imaging that, 60 percent of those who could have
voted didn't, this means that only 40 percent of registered voters, voted and exit polls again showed that of
that 40 percent most were male and most were white. A
disturbing statistic indeed.
Why is this so disturbing? Because despite such
spews of rhetoric from the right, the truth still remains
that jobs, health care, and crime are the major issues
facing this nation and those that didn't vote: Minorities,
poor and other disadvantaged groups have the most to
lose by not voting. They, by not voting, allowed a
Republican majority, a group a primarily well to do
white males, completely out of touch with the problems
facing disadvantaged groups, to create, formulate and
set public policy.
And it is precisely these groups along with other self
rightcheous liberal groups who can take blame for a
possible return to "Reagan style" trickle down economics.
In short, your either part of the problem or part of the
solution and by not voting you lose. It is that simple.

The voters
have spoken.
By
The time is up.
DARRIN
Democratic legHERRERA
islators remain in
shock over the
results of the
Nov. 8 elections.
As anticipated, the Republicans gained the majority of seats in the House, as
well as a not so foreseen majority of seats in the Senate.
With this immense responsibility the Republicans have
been given, I think it is time for the Republicans to begin
a new era of political leadership.
Despite obvious early attempts of the liberal media to
sabotage a huge Republican victory, it is apparent that
the Republicans are ready to move ahead and leave the
childlike bickering to the lame duck Congressmen who
proved in the last two years they were masters of this
political suicide.
I don't care what liberal you listen too, their story
doesn't change. Instead of placing the blame squarely on
the shoulders of the do-nothing liberals who managed to
cheat our country, they blame disgruntled voters, or a
President who didn't campaign hard enough for his
party.
This my fellow classmates is a bunch of bunk! This
drastic change in our government is much more then
incontent voters, it is some really peed off voters. You
and me.
Now is the time for the Republicans to show what they
can do. Instead of being a group of political careerists,
who do nothing but serve special interest groups in order
to keep their jobs, the Republicans must work to change
policy.
I have heard many say, "well lets just hope the new
Congress will work with the President," if this is the case
then I may as well have voted DFL all the way down the
ticket. As a conservative, I don't want to work with
Clinton, he stands opposed to everything I believe in.
If our new Congress decides to cave in and work for
what the Clinton administration wants, we are wasting
valuable time. We can see from the past what happened
to George Bush when he gave in to the democrats. This
idea of change isn't necessarily a partisan battle, rather a
battle against the status quo, for change that our country
deserves and expects.
Now is the time for the Republicans to get out the
wrecking ball and go to work on bloated federal programs and wasteful federal departments.

FORUM
Do you prefer two graduation ceremonies—liberal arts and sciences?

I prefer the two day ceremony because the one day
graduation ceremonies I've
been to were too long.

I support having two graduation ceremonies if it is cost
effective.

I think everyone should have
graduation ceremony on the
same day.

A comprehensive graduation
ceremony is needed ...
however it is appropriate for
more focused ceremonies to
be recognized.

No, instead of saving time
overall it will take longer time,
that's why I support having
one ceremony.

No, because grad ceremony
is a combined program for all
students and everyone should
be able to participate in it.

Travis Gordon
junior
business major

Heather Binkley
junior
secondary education major

Carl Ronnenberg
senior
recreation & art major

Dr. Maudie Williams
education
professor

Jarred Nesbitt
senior
allied health major

Munir Tarafdar
graduate student
MBA

It seems that the question these
days is "what will become of graduBy
ation" and those who plan to share in
this special moment. There is one
KELLY DUBIS
small, yet extremely significant probcolumnist &
lem, Memorial Hall and Maxwell
Stadium, locations for past graduaSHAHED SHUMAN
tion ceremonies, just can't
photographer
accomodate growing numbers of
graduating seniors and their family
members.
The one goal every student at this
university has in common from there first day at Winona State is that we all
want to get a degree and graduate. We all put in four or more years to get a
little piece of paper that will supposedly get us a fantastic job somewhere,
someday. And when we get that special piece of paper, we want everyone
we're close to there to share in our glory.
During last year's graduation ceremony, Winona State exceeded seating
capacity and violated fire safety codes. Between all of the graduates, their
friends and families, the band, the professors, and the ushers—Memorial
Gymnasium was extremely crowded.
The university has been forewarned not to allow this overcrowding to
occur again in spring1995. So what should WSU do to please the graduates
and all of their family and friends this year? This question is causing quite an
uproar, as well as some of the proposed solutions:
• One possibility is that graduates will only be able to get three tickets with
no possibility of acquiring extras.

• A second option currently being considered is to have two separate
ceremonies, one for bachelors of science and one for bachelors of arts.
• A third option being discussed is to allow grad students to have their own
commencement ceremony to reduce the number of people, and help speed up
the ceremony.
• Graduation requirements may change as well, allowing only those who
meet strict qualifications to walk through this coming spring.
The first option will force students to choose between family members and
friends more than ever before. What about individuals who have two stepparents, multiple siblings, grand-parents, who have all loved and supported
(possibly financially supported) the graduates?
Well according to this plan, they now have to choose who is more important,
possibly by drawing straws or coming up with some other solution. Some
students have even considered not participating in the ceremony just to avoid
the whole situation.
The second option would allow each graduate six tickets for family members
and friends.
There are some ups and downs with the second option, such as the ceremonies would be quicker, but there probably would be no keynote speaker—
again. In addition, chances are graduates may not be able to see friends who
majored in other schools.
Whereas on the other hand, since there are more tickets available, it will be
easier for students to acquire additional tickets for large families. This idea
seems to be the one being most favored by many of the spring graduates.
The third option would not allow students to participate in the spring
ceremony if they had to finish a few courses in summer school—a common
practice in previous years. With this, students who still needed to complete

course work, but planned to participate in this spring's ceremony would be out
of luck. Hopefully, Krueger will realize that implementing such a policy for this
would be unfair.
However, if this plan were implemented for the following year, students
would know exactly where they stand, and would have the option of taking
overloads or graduating after summer. Afterall, many families have already
made hotel reservations and other arrangements for May of 1995.
The all-university committee created by student senate is still working on
creating a fair solution with Dr. Krueger and his staff. All of these proposals
were addressed on Dec. 1 at "Meet & Discuss," which allowed concerned
students to voice their opinions in a meeting with President Krueger and his
staff.
Krueger said he fears making more changes at this university, as we are
already under-going more than enough changes. He said graduation is one
area of the curriculum that has remained stable. However, he now sees the need
for improvement, as well as the need for family at the ceremony.
There are very few seniors on student senate or the graduation committee
who will be graduating this year. This may or may not be a problem. Some of
these individuals appear not to see this as a problem, however, it is one that will
affect every student at one time or another.
Ifyou have any concerns or suggestions for the graduation ceremony, please
contact student senate or Dr. Krueger's office as soon as possible. Everyone's
opinion is extremely important.
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Threats
received by
blacks at
Moorehead

Senator Durenberger to teach at St.Thomas

ST. PAUL (AP) _ The University on fraud and conspiracy charges.
Some also contend that
of St. Thomas is close to offering a job
to retiring Sen. Dave Durenberger, but Durenberger has shown little remorse
some of its faculty don't want him since the Senate denounced him in
1990 for financial misconduct, a perthere while his legal problems loom.
The university is on the verge of ception Durenberger aides dispute.
"My concern is for the instituasking Durenberger to serve as an adviser to a proposed new health care tion," said Steven Hating, chairman
institute. But at least 15 faculty mem- of St. Thomas' political science departMOORHEAD, Minn. (AP) A bers have sent letters to university ad- ment. "If a felony case does go to trial
series of death threats against the ministrators arguing that the school, and a conviction is returned, it would
head of the African-American Pro- which takes pride in its heavy empha- not be in the interests of the university
gram at Moorhead State University sis on ethics, should await the out- to employ a person under that kind of
is one reason why some black stu- come of Durenberger's pending trial cloud ... I think it could tarnish the
dents say they feel unwanted in this
northwestern Minnesota town.
Police were investigating threats
against Trancey Williams, an advisor to many of the 58 African-American students on campus. Williams
said he received the threats Wednesday andThursday, ,but had not heard
from the caller_ who identified himself as a Klan supporter on Friday.
ST. PAUL (AP) _ Macalester College students put a '90s twist on a 1960sMoorhead police said nobody
style demonstration.
had been arrested by Friday evening.
Students staged a sit-in outside the trustees' boardroom Friday, deThe caller said he wanted Wilmanding that administrators set up an ethnic studies program. They also
liams' measurements so he could
participated in "electronic picketing" by sending messages to the administramake him a coffin, Williams said.
tion on a computer set up in the union.
The caller also said he would start
Students say they are able to take a collection of courses related to
with Williams and "work his way
multiculturalism at Macalester, but they complained that it is not possible to
down," which Williams took to be a
major in ethnic studies.
reference to black students at MSU.
"We came to Macalester because we read the literature, we sat in the
Black students are scared, Wiladmissions office and we talked to people who didn't say we were moving
liams said, because of a hostile attoward multiculturalism _ they said we have it," Kelilyn McKeever, a
mosphere.
Macalester junior told the trustees. "But it's not here."
'They live in the community
Macalester this year has 1,771 students, including 252 students of color
and they can't even walk home withand 171 students from foreign countries.
out being threatened and being
About 100 students and others quietly camped outside the college's
called racial names," he said.
Board of Trustees meeting Friday afternoon. They vowed not to leave until the
Williams said he's heard from
trustees capitulated to their demand to make a written financial commitment
about a dozen black students that
to establishing an ethnic studies department.
they plan to transfer schools next
By 7 p.m., however, all but six of the original 110 students at the
year.
occupation had left the trustees board room. Still, they managed to secure a
A small group of minority stuverbal commitment from Macalester President Bob Gavin that he would
dents held a news conferenceThursconsider the student demands. He also said he would "move in the direction"
day to talk about the threats and
other campus events that, they said,
make them feel unwanted at
Moorhead State.
Darin Baker criticized the
university's recent decision to eliminate Williams' position for financial
reasons.
"Everything from death threats
ST. PAUL (AP) _ The State University Board has given Winona State
coming in from the community, to
University and Southwest State University in Marshall the go-ahead to
economic issues, to not having a
convert their schedules to semesters.
coordinator. Feeling as if we're in a
Now, all seven state universities in Minnesota are on the quarter system,
place that the power system is not
but Moorhead State University will switch to semesters next fall and others
committed to us, not looking out for
are considering making the change.
us. We're kind of sticking out here
Chancellor Terrence MacTaggart of the State University System said he
all on our own," Baker said.
expects faculty approval at both Southwest and Winona.
"We are here for an education,
At its meeting Wednesday, the board also gave initial approval to three
and we are American citizens, we
new programs at St. Cloud State University: a master of science in applied
plan on getting that education," he
economics, a master of science in computer science and a bachelor of science
said." And death threats and pettiin land surveying/mapping science.
ness and even things like lack of
It also approved a master academic plan for Bemidji State University,
funding or budget cuts or lack of
gave initial approval to seven new major programs in the College of Business
commitment, is not going to deter
at Metropolitan State Universit • and gave final approval to two new prous from our goal."
grams at Metropolitan State.

reputation of this institution."
The Rev. Dennis Dease, the
school's president, says he has considered those concerns. But he said he
expects to wrap up an agreement
within a month to hire the veteran
Republican, who also would serve as
an occasional guest lecturer.
"I could see him coming to work
before the legal case is resolved," Dease
said. He said that if Durenberger were
convicted of pending federal conspiracy or fraud charges brought by
the Justice Department, the school

would review the matter and could
terminate his employment.
In addition to advising St. Thomas, Durenberger is also negotiating
an arrangement under which he
would serve as a part-time advisor to
APCO, a wide-ranging Washington
consulting firm. In addition, he plans
to continue to work with the Christian Fellowship and to accept public
speaking engagements.
Rick Evans, Durenberger's chief
of staff, said the debate at St. Thomas
shows that the delays have added "a

wrinkle of complications" by forcing
the senator to search for new employment while under a legal cloud.
Dease said he began chatting with
Durenberger, a Roman Catholic, about
his future plans nearly a year ago and
soon realized that the senator's expertise on health care made him a "valuable resource." In recent months, he
said, they began discussing formation
of a health care institute that woulr1
convene conferences on health-care
issues.

Students Use E-Mail
To Get Point Across

Two More schools Get
The OK on Semesters

Learning to swim in the tub,1992

Visitinggrandma in California, 1992

Alex Bishop.
Killed by a drunk driver
on November 8,1992,
on Kent-Kan ley Road
in Kent, Washington.

The inonan
Is Looking For a Few More

News Reporters
For The Rest Of The Year!
If you have the following skills
stop by the Winonan
and fill out an application!
• AP Writing Style
• Inverted Pyramid
• Understand The Meaning
Of The Word Deadline!

Boating vacation, San uan Island, 1992

If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U S Department of Transportation

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
fees. They even pay a flat rate for textYour Uncle Sam. Every year Army
books and supplies. You can also receive
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
of talented students. If you qualify, L E A DERSHIP an allowance of up to $1000 each
school year the scholarship is in
these merit-based scholarships can
effect. Find out today if you qualify.
help you pay tuition and educational

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, contact LTVVL Army ROTC at:
785-6762
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Impressions from
the hypogeum

Call waiting

Student benefits from own research
By PAULA HOUSTON
Variety Reporter

By DEAN KORDER
Columnist

Do you have the time to listen to me whine?
Green Day
Know one knows what's like to be the sad man.
Pete Townsend
I wait. The clock moves in slow motion. The face
melts and slides off the mantle as Salvador Dali
paints elephant swans in reflecting ponds. Somebody is walking on the floor above my head, heels
pace the hardwood, spin and go back again. There
is a voice at the front door saying, 'Dave's not here."
Picasso plays with a Rubick's cube and Renoir is
fishing for bread in the fondue pot, but I've got two
plates of pepperoni pizza and nobody seems to be
hungry.
I wait. The sound of the seconds beat to the
rhythm of Ministry's "Burning Inside." I swirl my
drink and stir my hair as mockingbirds mate in a
cage above the fireplace where logs are burning like
nuclear reactors. Stockings are hung on the mantle
with care and Kerouac farts "Jingle Bells" as
Bukowski bets his last buck that Burroughs will
outlive them all. The plastic Santa in the corner has
a nose like a potted cactus and his eyes glow and
stare at me as I tear up the last letter of my last name
for the last time.
I shouldn't be waiting.
I have figured out that if you add up all the
numbers on the clock it will equal 88, but it will only
take you 10 seconds to do the math.
I leave the light on all night long. The 75 watt
bulb reflects off the remains of the first snow. Jimi
forgets to zip up his pants as he comes out of the can
and Janis knocks over a bottle of Southern Comfort
as she reaches for the spotted owl salt shaker. Jim
carves the turkey and Kurt licks the cherry instant
pudding off the spoon with the tip of his tongue as
I light the pyramid-shaped candles that invite celestial harmony upon the whole of the earth with
matches from a box covered in advertisements for
kitty litter and Drano.
The lights of the Christmas tree are blinking, but
they are not blinking lights.
Something has changed.
The phone is ringing.
"Dave's not here." Click.
I always thought Christmas was something special. I always thought it had a meaning beyond
wrapping paper, Kris Kringle, snow angels, and
candy canes, but, then again, I always thought I
could've been a contender. I always thought I had
a chance, but I have no chance and I have no choice,
but to wait.
Sometimes the phone seems like a dying bird call
as it chirps and sings. I pick it up, but no one's there.
No one's calling. She's not calling. She never said
she would call. She said she would "try and call."
That's different. She never said she would stop by.
She said she would "try and stop over." Yet, she
doesn't call, she doesn't come, so I wait.
It's Thanksgiving. Along with two kinds of
turkey, two kinds of stuffing, three kinds of candied
yams, four kinds of dishes featuring cranberries,
and six pies, there is your usual assortment of freaks
and geeks, and most of them are your relatives. You
sit and stuff yourselves beyond recognition, watch
a football game or two, and then you eat some more.
You realize that, with all the leftover turkey, you're
going to be eating turkey chili and hot turkey sandwiches till Christmas, but, somehow, that doesn't
sound like such a bad idea. Leftover turkey is a lot
better than leftover Ramen noodles. Your mother
sends you back to school with 22 Tupperware bowls
and six things covered in aluminum foil to get you
through the next three weeks. After a week the
leftovers are either gone, or they have worked their
way to the back of the fridge to be found when you
get back, with even more Tupperware and foil, in
January
I begin to pick up after myself. I throw the gaudy
Christmas garland, the angel hair, and the ornaments from years gone by, into a box. I vacuum up
the strands of tinsel and listen to misplaced ornament hooks as they clatter around the brush and are
thrown back out. I put the finishing touches on the
tree and then plug it in. There seems to be a problem
with the second string of lights, so I go through the
string, each bulb at a time, to find the one that's bad.
Hours later, the string is still dark, and I'm still
waiting.
The phone rings.
"Dave?"
I hang up.
I wait. Waiting has become therapy. Therapy
has become waiting. There is a thin line between
waiting and wasting away. I waste away as I wait
for you, but, in the same vein, I had been wasting
away before I ever waited for you. Last night, you
had a cooking demonstration at your house. I know
that, because after it was over, I waited for you to
call. You never called.
Today, I know you have class at the same time I
do and, after our classes are over, I'll wait for you.
Maybe I'll catch a glimpse of you as you pass through
my life, but, and better yet, maybe I'll actually catch
you as you pass by time and time again. Either way,
I'll wait for you to figure out what exactly it is you
want, and I hope, somewhere in all this waiting,
there is room for me in your dreams of sugarplums.
In the meantime, I'll wait as long as I must, because
I've already waited the whole of my life.
Please, don't make me wait too long, or I may be
gone when you get here.

One WSU student learned that change
can be a positive experience.
Last summer Chad Newcomb, a WSU
junior sociology major, was chosen to be
one ofl 1 students in the country to participate in a 10-week program in sociological research held at the University of
Nebraska. In addition, his research
project was entered into a Nebraska statewide competition where he won first
prize and $50 in prize money.
Newcomb said, "It helped me focus
on where I am going, because it really
made me think about where I wanted to
go."
"It is a good experience to go to another college at some point. It had a
different atmosphere. I learned a lot that
I would not have gotten here," he said.
He found that the larger sized Uni-

I was interested in how
people got concerned
about crime and especially
in the suburbs where crime
is not wide spread.
Chad Newcomb
versity gave the students increased
opportunities to better the learning
process.
According to Newcomb, it had a
larger library which allowed more access to materials.
As a result of the program, he experienced first hand the kind of work
that goes into sociological research.
Newcomb discovered that it was not
an easy task.
"It was a lot of work. It had more
work than a normal quarter by far, but
a lot more fun," said Newcomb.
The student participants took part
in classes on statistics and research

methods. According to Newcomb,
they were in class for 20 hours in addition to working on their own research
project. 'Research is a lot of work and
there is a lot of politics going on."
The most interesting thing I learned,
said Newcomb, "Statistics are very important. You have to know how to use
them. The best students and faculty
were the ones who knew statistics and
how to use them."
The atmoshere at the program was
more informal than the average quarter at a college university. "It was a
good hands-on experience. You're not
just sitting there listening to someone
tell you how to do it," said he.
Newcomb said, "People were not
telling you what to do. I actually had
to think about what I wanted to do for
research.
He choose to do his research on
people's feelings surrounding the
crime issue. "How fearful and concerned people were about crime What
their attitudes were toward how we
should deal with the crime problem."
"I was interested in how people got
concerned about crime and especially
in the suburbs where crime is not wide
spread, but people were still concerned," he said.
The students worked with a group
of 11 other people consisting of faculty
members and graduate students during the program.
Newcomb said, "It gave me the inside deal on grad school. You had no
one telling you what to do and you
were on your own."
"Grad school is different from undergraduate school, because you have
to establish a rapport with faculty."
The criteria that Newcomb had to
meet to take part in the program included: Under grad /sophomore year,
three or more social science courses, a
three page letter describing his background in sociological research, and
two letters of recommendation.
According to Jim Reynolds, WSU
associate professor in sociology, selec-

Chad Newcomb

tion was partly based on the student's
promise as a scholar and an interest in
a career involving sociological research.
"Chad is an exceptional student.
He clearly demonstrated his exceptional skills that made him eligible and
competitive for the criteria that were
spelled out," he said.
Sandra Bennett, a WSU english professor said,"He was a very hard worker
and committed to education. He is a
person who would make the best of
anything presented to him."
Newcomb, who is partially blind,
does not let his blindness get in the
way of achieving his life goals. In fact,
he said he believes the blindness has
made him a better student rather than
being a hindrance to him.
"It has been more helpful to me
than anything else. I always had to
plan ahead. I had to work harder than
the others," said Newcomb.

Jackson rebuilds rural communities

Bret Johnson/Staff Photographer

Dr. Wes Jackson shows the location of 26 plant material centers during his speech in Stark Hall on Thurs.
Dec. 1 as part of the Lyceum Series.

By NATALIE LARSON &
NICKI SULLIVAN
Dr. Wes Jackson visited Winona State's Stark Hall Thursday evening, presenting a lecture on urban and rural
diversity.
Jackson grew up on a farm in Topeka, Kansas. He
received a PhD in genetics at North Carolina State University.
He has written numerous papers and books, which he
bases his lectures on. Some of his work includes, "New
Roots for Agriculture," Altars on Unknown Stone," and his
most recent, "Becoming Native to this Place."
Jackson is the president of The Land Institute. This is a
private research and education organization that is devoted to aid in better agricultural practices.
The Land Institute is working for an agriculture that
saves the soil, runs on sunlight, and rebuilds rural communities. Jackson discussed the major ways The Land Institute is trying to accomplish this. He discussed ways in
which perennial polyculture research aims to develop an
agriculture based on the native prairie ecosystem of the

Great Plains.
He stated how the soil on the prairie is resilient and
regenerative.
The Institute wants to somehow imitate theses features
to create a more sustainable agriculture.
Another idea Jackson presented was the Sunshine Farm
Project. Agriculture runs on non-renewable energy from
oil and gas. The Land Institute started the Sunshine Farm
Project in 1991 to research and try to develop more renewable energy, and try to develop more renewable energy
options for agriculture. The final goal is for a modern farm
to supply its own energy to produce food.
Jackson also spoke about the intern programs The Land
Institute provides. These programs allow work experience for graduate level students, they will receive both
classroom and hands on experience on sustainable agriculture.
Another way in which the program is helping in building up the agriculture is by public education. This focuses
on encouraging others to become more active in bettering
agriculture. Jackson accomplishes this through his lec-

See Jackson, page 9
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No one's gonna stop The Delilahs now
Twin Cities band puffing the "pop" back into pop music in a big way with their debut album Young
By DAVID
So what's it take to make it in music? Well here's a few ideas. First, wear
HRUBY
funny stripped shirts when playing.
Music Critic
Second, try having at least one guy
named Wally in the band. Third, write
the kind of songs that make people
want to sing along. Fourth, put out a
killer debut album that the critics, and
more importantly the fans can't stop
talking about. Lastly you can simply
put on a sold out show at First Avenue
with 900 or so loyal followers hanging on every note and lyric. Or you can do
what The Delilahs did, which was all of the above.
The Delilahs are putting the "pop" back in the Twin Cities music. This is not
by accident according to lead singer Aaron Seymour, make no bones about
the fact that pop is my favorite kind of music. I like songs that make me want
to sing along with them right away."
Obviously the plan is working for the band as evident by their Nov. 17 show
at First Avenue. Not a note was played, or a lyric sung that didn't have the choir
of The Delilah s faithful singing along.
Forming out of the remains of various bands, The Delilahs are an awkward
looking group of guys thrown together, resulting in an equally awkward, yet
phenomenally hip sound.
Seymour on vocals looks more the afraid geek on stage then pop icon in the
making. Stumbling through an array of foolish dance steps and gyrations, it's
hard to take the guy seriously. Caught somewhere between singer and part
time comedian, Seymour ensures an entertaining show as he throws in a
barrage of one liners from early 80's music classics during the show.
Making Seymour look even more like a shy and tentative geek is Wally Marx
on bass. Being the bold and brash one in concert, Wally struts his big old bass
from side to side on stage, thumping out cords, playing to the crowd, and
getting a better work out then the Cher exercise video could give. Wally is rock
and roll, bold, brash, and full of style.
Just as bold as Wally is, Doug Youland and Thomas Case on guitars seem just
the opposite. Content to play their instruments, they serve more as bumpers to
Wally's movement. Oh, they're not boring, they have their fun. But compared
to Wally anyone is going to look a little dull. Case does get a few moments to
shine when he whips out the mandolin to the crowd's delight.
And of course there is the almost forgotten man, Tom Henderson on drums.
With so much happening in the front of the stage, you hardly take notice of
Henderson, who doesn't seem to mind taking a back seat (literally) to the rest
of the band.
The Delilahs live shows are more an event then anything. You don't go to
them, you experience them. When they rip into the self titled "Delilah," it's more

Just for the health of it
Imagine yourself
to health
By JESSICA
ADSIT
Variety Editor

See if you can position yourself as comfortably as you can...shifting your weight
so that you're allowing your body to be
fully supported. Try to arrange it so your
head, neck, and spine are straight...
And taking a deep, cleaning
breath...inhaling as fully as you comfortably can...(pause)...and exhaling fully...
And so with the body...noticing you
can sense the well-stocked fat cells of the
body gearing up with promise of increased
activity...buzzing with energy as they are
stimulated by catalysts in the blood that
act to break down the fat into very movable
particles...and just watching those particles pass through the membrane of the
cell...moving into the muscle and other
tissue...and so becoming pure
energy...becoming purposeful motion and
life-sustaining warmth...
This is an excerpt from the book
Staying Well With Guided Imagery by
Belleruth Naparstek. The purpose of
this exercise in it's entirety (this is only
a portion of the exercise) is to energize
your body and rev up your metabolism.
I have to admit, when I first came in
:ontact with this book I was skeptical
about the idea of guided imagery or
nore simply, deliberate daydreaming.
am now fascinated with the concept
)f physical, mental, emotional, and
piritual healing through this type of
visualization.
Naparstek explains that guided
magery is a process of using your
magination to help your mind and
)ody heal, stay well, or perform well.
t creates positive images in your imagitation. For example, you might create
mages of your immune cells fighting
terms.
If you are truly in a relaxed and
Dcused state, your mind and body
vill believe these images are real and
vill respond accordingly.

It is important to understand that
imagery is not strictly visual. It can be
any perception that comes through any
of the senscs sights, sounds, smells,
tastes, and feelings. Recalling the familiar and comforting smell of your
parent's home is an image.
Take for example what happens
when you read a recipe. Usually, your
stomach begins to growl and your
mouth starts to water. This is because,
as you read the recipe, your mind is
imagining how the food will look,
smell, and taste. Your body responds
to the images.
It is similar to the daydreaming that
everyone takes part in when your mind
begins to wander. A combination of
guided and spontaneous imagery
works best.
Naparstek provides over 20 complete scripts similar to the one above
including depression imagery, imagery for a headache, imagery for allergies, imagery for sleeplessness, imagery to release grief, cardiovascular
imagery, and imagery to see yourself
with kinder eyes.
One of the most useful exercises, in
my opinion, is called "end-state imagery." It is imagining yourself in the
condition or situation that you wish
for. It entails seeing yourself strong,
athletic, forgiven, calm, healthy, or
successful. The beauty of end-state
imagery is that you can't exercise the
imagery incorrectly. You simply have
to know what you want from your life.
It is recommended that you tape
record yourself reading the scripts and
then practice the exercises as you listen to the tape recording.
Another option is to not use a tape
at all and simply let your memory
create the images that are most meaningful and helpful to you. You can let
your imagination respond with its own
variation of images. This allows you
to be in tune with your body so effective healing can take place.
If used on a regular basis, imagery
can be a wonderful accessory to a
healthy lifestyle. It is important to
remember, however, that it should be
not be used as a substitute for taking
responsibility for your life. It is not an
alternative for needed medical treatment or sensible living.

like the band watching the crowd preform then vice versa.
The Delilahs self-titled debut album is equally entertaining to the live show.
Though it fails to capture all the energy and moments of crowd interaction, it
has it's own unique energy and feel to it.
I can't recommend the album enough to you, if you're looking for an 80's feel
pop sound, it's right here. If ever there was an album you would sit in your
bedroom and sing along with, this is it. Check it out, The Delilahs, and as the
album says, "If you play this quiet, you're a weirdo."
In music notes, UPAC has submitted a bid to get the Violent Femmes to play
WSU. If you're looking for some Christmas music, check out a C.D. the WSU
jazz department just released. Call the music department for more details.
Personally, my Christmas music pick is James Brown's "Santa's got a Brand
New Bag" a soul and funk filled classic for the holidays with such timeless
tracks as "Santa Clause go straight to the ghetto."

adults
saving sex

By BECCA OLSON

Variety Reporter

Waiting. No one is good at it. Anticipation and excitement make waiting almost an unbearable aspect of life.
But more and more young Americans
are waiting for the ultimate; they are
waiting to have sex for the first time
until they are married. There is a new
pride in saving sex for marriage, "The
New Revolution" is sweeping the nation.
Saying no to sex is the latest stage in
the sexual revolution. Celibacy is now
something to be proud of and virgins
everywhere are gaining self-respect
and the respect of others.
College is a time of new decisions
and choices that will affect the rest of
our lives. Choosing to save oneself for
marriage may be difficult for many,
but the rewards are unmeasurable,
according to those who have made
this choice.
Sexual activity among college students is the highest of any age group in
the nation. One-night stands are an
often occurrence for college students.
These result in loss of self-respect and
feelings of being used.
Studies have shown that relationships which begin with couples engaging in sex before marriage are more
likely to end up in divorce, compared
to those who waited til marriage to
have sex. Living together with one's

future marital partner has shown

create a less stable union than that oh
newly married couple, which results
in communication and sexual barriers
Pre-marital sex is dangerous physi.
cally and emotionally. Sex in the 90s is
very risky, especially with the rise 01
AIDS cases among Americans. Then
is also the fear of an unwanted pre&
nancy and sexually transmitted diseases. The only way to protect your.
self from these things is the practice of
celibacy until marriage.
Emotionally, sex is a huge step and
many ad olescents and even adults have
difficulty with making a decision when

it comes to pre-marital sex. They need
to make a decision that they can respect forever. Uncommitted sex often
leaves someone feeling used and embarrassed.
Many campaigns say, "Safe

sex...Use a condom...etc.," when really the only safe sex is no sex at all
Abstinence is on the rise, people are
protecting their bodies and their feelings by saving sex for marriage.
It is not too late to wipe the slate
clean for those who have realized that
they made a wrong decision. Anyone
can decide to start anew and save sex
for their future life-long partner.
The number of teenagers engaging
in sexual activity is declining for the
first time ever. Young people are realizing the consequences associated with

See Sex, page 9

Discover The Missing Pages
By MAUREEN ASFELD
Literary Critic
Have you ever felt like you were

missing a few pages of your past? That
a few days of your life simply vanished? Where did the time go? Well
that's kind of what happened to a
young girl studying at
the university in
Literat
Rome in film director
Cristina Comencini's
first novel, The Missing Pages.
In modern Rome a family struggles
to understand what went wrong. The
plot centers particularly around the
relationship of a daughter, Federica,
and her workaholic father.
Over time the nineteen-year-old
Federica slowly and mysteriously becomes mute. She withdraws into herself and her pristine white, almost in-

stitutional room.
The family begins to act as detectives trying to figure out what happened, but they keep stopping when
they're close to a startling realization
about themselves.
During the period when Federica
gradually becomes mute,
she would only
break her silence to briefly answer questions directly put to her, and
to write notes to her father. Federica
deliberately used her notes as a special
treat for her father, similar to a treat
given to a puppy. In the novel Federica
uses her notes as a psychological and
emotional control over her workaholic
father.
Her lengthy notes are written in a

ure Review

child-like hand writing and never with
the same pen. Federica's compulsion
for pens crops up in her studies again
when she mentions that she will only
uses the same pen that she used in high
school to take notes.
The Missing Pages is an intense
psychological mystery. Slowly details
are given about Federica's three separate lives: school in the morning,
friends in the afternoon, and family at
night. She tried not to allow these
three distinctively separate lives to intertwine. Through Federica's personal
recollections the reader learns about
her changing mental state.
Over and over Federica alludes to
how she is drawing within herself.
She hascome to a point in her life when
she does not want anyone to touch her,
even innocently, except for her lover,

Marco.
Federica met Marco outside the
university and then was introduced to
Sandro, an ex-law student. Long before anything developed between
Federica and Sandro she began to see
herself as the two roommates' woman.
Guido Forte, Federica's father, is a
businessman who spent more time at
work then with his own family. He
always considered Federica to be his
favorite daughter and would occasionally find a half an hour for only her. In
fact, he had little time for his wife or
two older daughters, Silvia and
Caterina.
Forte's attachment to Federica may
stern from the fact that she was willing
and excited about playing the games

See Literature, page 9

Hunting more than a sport to many
WSU students find enjoyment in hunting deer, turkeys, and ducks in the great outdoors
By AMY JO HAHN
Variety Reporter

The quiet hush of the forest, and the
sharp fresh air of fall, spring and winter are a large part of what attracts
someone to the activity of hunting.
Hunting is just not for the sport of
killing, hunting is the enjoyment of the
outdoors, of nature, of getting away
from the busy bustle of the city, jobs..
and responsibility.
"I like being out in the woods. You
see things you don't get to see, and you
hear things you don't hear," said
Meeghan Loomis, a sophomore psychology major. 'There is a big rush
when you actually see the animal you
are hunting for."
Loomis started hunting last year
when she was 19, but she said she has
been around hunting all her life because her brother, father, and uncles
are all hunters.
She has hunted turkey, duck, and
deer. She liked turkey hunting because she said you could hear the turkey when it's coming nearer, and also
hunters can call the turkey in with
various gadgets that sound like they
are a mating call of a female turkey.
Loomis hunts in mid-Wisconsin

with a 12 gage gun, and she would like
to try bow hunting some time.
She even videotaped shooting her
first turkey, whose feathers and beard
she kept to remind her of her victory.
Loomis said that they go out when
it is dark, and sit until it is daylight.
She said that sometimes it gets hard to
sit there and wait for just the right time
to shoot, but it is very quiet and you
can hear all the birds and animals.
"Deer hunting is the most challenging because they're smarter," said Bob
Storlie, a junior Pre-Vet major. "I like
going outside and beating the deer at
their own game."
Storlie started hunting when he was

I like going outside and
beating the deer at their
own game.
Bob Storlie

12-years old because his dad hunted.
He hunts near Harmony, Minn., a small
town about one hour away from
Winona. He also hunts in Winona, his

vember and is usually the weeks behometown.
Storlie has hunted with his brother, fore and of Thanksgiving, according
father, and co-workers. He likes to to Loomis. So going home for Thankshunt best herein Winona because when
the deer run they don't run into the
Iowa border. Harmony is five miles
from Iowa, and so when the deer cross
the stateline, Storlie and other hunters
of Minnesota can no longer follow
them.
Storlie said that deer travel in about
a ten mile radius.
Hunting isn't all fun and games
though, it can also be a serious and
very deadly sport.
Storlie said that he was only worried about being hit with a bullet once.
According to Storlie, a deer ran between him and about 15 other hunters.
They started to shoot, and Storlie felt
something fly by his ear. Needless to
say, he was a bit shook up.
Storlie also uses a 12 gage gun. He
says that deer hunting usually starts
for him at about 5 a.m., and goes until
sunset.
Hunters are required to tag and
register what they kill with the DNR so
that the DNR can estimate how many
were killed in each hunting seasion.
Deer hunting season begins in No-

giving break means more than just
relatives and some good pumpkin pie,
it means for some people getting out
into that outdoors and hunting.
Hunters can choose to hunt both
buck and doe, but they must apply to
get a permit to hunt doe. It is usually
one deer per hunter unless they have a
management permit, a tag that allows
a hunter to get more if the deer population is too high.
Turkey hunting is in both the fall
and the spring. In the fall a person can
hunt both hens (females), and toms
(males), and in the spring you can only
hunt toms. These are also tagged.
Hunting has come a long way since
the Indians and the first settlers. These
ancestors hunted to survived, to eat. It
was their only means of food. Now
hunting is a sport, a sport to keep
animal population down so the animals won't starve to death.
Most hunters agree that one of the
best things about hunting is just being •
able to get outside in nature where no
one else is, and relaxing and enjoying
the woods, animals and life.

Dark city streets set mood of The Professional
New action-packed thriller flick receives 'Top Drawer' rating (A Must See) for its suspenseful tone and its purposeful action

Cinema Files
/ The
Professional
Top Drawer
Action Thriller
Rated R
Director: Luc Besson
Cast: Jean Reno
Natalie Portman
Gary Oldman
Danny Aiello
Rating System:
Top Drawer...Must see
Second Drawer...Recommended
Third Drawer...Could be worse
Bottom Drawer...Avoid at all cost

By RANDY PETERSON
Film Critic
It's just the typical story of a preteen girl growing up in the big city.
That is, if the typical 12-year-old girl
has her family killed over a drug dealing dispute, moves in with a professional hitman and makes the decision
to start her own assasination career as
a "cleaner." Simply put, The Professional is not the typical story of growing up in the big apple.
At first, the premise of this film
seems to be Shirley Temple meets The
Specialist. To compare Luc Besson's
new action thriller with either the curlyheaded, singing darling or the action
film starring everyone's favorite Italian target is a major injustice to the

new film.
This film is not the typical Hollywood serving of glossed over violence
and destruction. The characters don't
live in a designer version of the city.
The darkness that exists in the city is
not covered or flooded with spotlights.
The dark corners are left dark and full
of the unknown.
The darkness of the film is reminiscent of Besson's French released La
Femme Nikita. Besson's darkness has
lightened in this new American-made
film. The Professional's tone can be
found somewhere between that of La
Femme Nikita and John Badham's remake, Point of No Return.
In spite of its dark tone, this action
thriller is not the ultra-violent film with
violence for violence sake a la Quentin
Tarantino. With a body count of over

33, it would be hard to argue that The
Professional is not a violent film. Besson,
however, uses the violence to propel
the film. Each instance of violence is
either justified or provided some critical motivation for the film.
In spite of the darkness of this film,
Besson does inject humor into the
storyline. It is important to note, however, that Besson's French countrymen
view Jerry Lewis as a comic genius.
Only the French can truly appreciate
some of the humor offered in The Pro-

sion is remarkable. Besson plays with she learns to handle her new found
this ability by using many extreme trauma.
close-ups and giving the talented actor
The supporting performance of
suspense-filled non- speaking scenes. Gary Oldman as the prerequisite bad
Newcomer Natalie Portman serves guy seems to have given the actor a
up a refreshing performance as the challenge. Without much on-screen
pre-pubescent killer wanna be, time Oldman is required to create a
Matilda. This is the 13-year-old's first villain who is as unique as he is corprofessional appearance and she gives rupt.
the role the needed eagerness. She is
Danny Aiello, on the other hand
able to cover the wide gamut of emo- seems to have decided to borrow from
tions and circumstances experienced his typical character performances to
by the young apprentice.
create the gangster/friend/employer
These two performers are able to character of Tony, Leone's connection
fessional. This humor doesn't damage
the film; it adds a unique dimension. intermix to create an unique coupling with his clients. Aiello, unfortunately
Jean Reno offers a superb perfor- on-screen. Reno's Leone is the com- shows limited initiative in his performance as the professional "cleaner," passionate killer whose experiences mance. The supporting character has a
Leone. His non-leading man appear- have left him with an unusual naiveté minimal effect on the central plot of
ance gives the film a sense of realism. in the everyday functions of society. the story, but is still crucial to the tenHis ability to show emotion (or lack of Portman's Matilda offers Leone a
it) with a single look or facial expres- knowledge of human interaction while
See Professional, page 9
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Sex

Contunued from page 8

he is concerned with Federica's systematic detachment from the world
around her, Forte originally treats her
actions as a phase because he is more
concerned with his own personal dilemma.
All in all the family is effected by
Federica's gradual slip from the world
around her. When Caterina snooped
into Federica's diary she learned more
than she ever wanted to. Federica
dissects her family and unemotionally
describes their base qualities, and lack
of any real substance.
Comencini's literary debut, The
Missing Pages , is a fast-paced mystery
about a young girl who becomes mute
and is missing a few critical pages of
her past.

pre-marital sexual activity and are
gaining a new respect for virginity.
Most adolescents who have had sex at
a young age regret doing so. Being
"pure" has gained a new status and
saying no to sex has become respected.
Young Americans are realizing that
marriage may be the greatest thing
that will ever happen to them and
saving themselves for that is a way to
make it even more spectacular.
Sex is not a "dirty" or "shameful"
thing. It is a beautiful celebration of
two people sharing their most intimate self with the person they love.
Marriage is supposed to be forever
and anything that permanent and special should be worth waiting for.
Studies show that couples that save
sex for marriage are the most sexuallysatisfied and have a less chance of
Continued from page 8
divorce than those who engage in premarital sex. Saying "no" to sex is
sion Besson creates. A stronger perforbecoming very popular. If a partner mance by this able actor could have
can't respect you for wanting to wait only improved the final package.
then that person is not worth waiting
The remaining cast is purely backfor.
ground in which Besson creates his
darkened world of the assassin and his
young sidekick.
the four drawer file cabinet of
Continued from page 8 film,In The
Professional is top drawer in
in his study. As a child she would the action thriller files. The film offers
enthusiastically play board games with the viewer an action movie with some
different rules. Snakes and Ladders honesty and emotion. It avoids the
became a game of who was last to cross typical, unneeded and often unwanted
the finish line won.
glorification of the typical Hollywood
Forte is a sensitive father in that he offering in the genre.
tries to understand Federica and piece
In this week's video files, if you
together what happened to her. He desire more of Besson's hard-hitting
keeps a journal of her ordeal in the action, be sure to check out La Femme
hope of understanding.
Nikita or Subway on video. If you deOn the surface Forte is more of an sire a bit more glamorization in your
unfeeling father/husband. Forte rarely action, try Point of No Return, with its
spends time with his d augh ters or wife. cleaned-up heroine played by the caCaterina was shocked when one day pable Bridget Fonda. And if you desire
her father had unexpectedly popped total glam-action in your viewing exup on her doorstep to talk to her about perience, pick out almost any action
an old affair of his. And even though movie with the likes of Jean-Claude

Jackson
Continued from page 7
tures and books.
"There are 321 1/2 million acres on
conservation reserve, 26 plant material centers, 16 years of experience and
employees with PhD's in Biology, Plant
Breeding, Environmental History and

much more," Jackson said.
"We are at where the Wright Brothers were in Kitty Hawk," stated Jackson, who was speaking about how far
along the Institute is in relation to past
successors.

Fifth Annual
Hmong Awareness Day
December 10 th
In The
East Cafeteria of
Kryzsko Commons

Professional

Literature

4 you think
It's 2 a.m. and
you might be pregnant.
Who doyou call?

Birthright.
Free, confidential pregnancy tests. 24-hour hotline.
Free assistance. Best of all, a friend to listen to you.
(all us at 452-2421 or stop in at 920 W. 5th St. •

178 Center Street • Winona • 452-4228
Open 7 days a week: M-F 9:30-8p.m.; Sat 9:30-5p.m.; Sun. 10-2p.m.

Snowboards • Cross-country • Downhill Skis
DELUXE TUNE-UP
SNOWBOARDS OR SKIS I
Sharpen Edges, Wax, Base Repair! X-COUNTRY SKI

1/2 PRICE

Reg. $26

Several Events Are Scheduled
To Run From
11:00 am - 11:30 pm!

1

$19.99
1
with coupon!

OR

ROLLERBLADE
RENTAL
with coupon

Offer expires Dec. 30. 1994 Offer expires Dec. 30, 1994

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

the

Ship
hodadimemimmil
by Rich Dahm

Song Title Movies

Directions: If you want audiences to remember your movie, name it after a popular song. The 17 movies
described below are examples of this phenomenon. Identify them all.

A vAJOR laTION NTT EVENT

1.A girl turns 16, but no one in her family notices.
2. At a class reunion, a middle aged woman is transported hack in time to
her high school days.
3. A narcoleptic hustler travels with the son of a millionaire.
4.The daughter of a mortician grows up in the 1970s.
5. Four pre-teen boys travel to see a dead body.
6. A Hollywood punker and a L.A.. suburban girl fall in love, despite
objections from their peers.
7.An alcoholic is "enabled" by her doting husband.
8. A nerdy geek pays a popular girl to be his girlfriend.
9.L.A. cop is frozen, then thawed in the future to defeat his arch nemesis.
10.A mobster informant hides in the suburbs under the Witness Protection Program.
11.An ex-con finds a yuppie's organizer and assumes his identity.
12.Workers at an Iowa brewery revolt against the management.
13.A Chicago cop falls in love, despite the protests of his live-in mother.
14.A dead man reunites with his wife while inhabiting a young man's
body.
15.After finding a severed ear, a young man sees the seedy underside of his
hometown.
16.A Caribbean police officer searches for his criminal boyhood friend.
17.A computer programmer is contacted by a spy via her computer.

r0 roof tort c am
for as, foi;d-

M-F 9-5:30/SAT 3-12

452-1664

Pendfclon F1100 • am 6 Jo , ,-.cry • Wirronn

c7

.

* *for the rest of the night, refills of Samual Adams

are only half of the original price!!
**to aecornidate to you 'non beer drinkers',
Brothers' rail drinks will de prized extremely low!

-11111rT"-ND

c7

America's #1 Green Collar Job.
If you're looking for a part-time job to support your college education, choose one that's
neither "white" collar nor "blue" collar.
It's sort of green - with various shades that let you blend into the trees as a member of the
Minnesota Army National Guard.
It's quite a job. For two weeks a year and one weekend a month, you're eligible for up to $6,120
in education assistance with the Montgomery Gi Bill, plus 50% tuition reimbursement from the
Minnesota Army National Guard. You can also apply for an additional $2,000 enlistment bonus. And
you'll earn a minimum salary of $14000 during the course of your enlistment.
You'll dress for...work?
Well, yes, you can call it work. Most call it exciting: Rappeling down a tower, crossing the
terrain in a tank - that sort of thing. You'll also learn new skills in communications, computers,
electronics and hundreds of technical fields.
And you'll make a lot of new friends who share the same goals you have for a part-time job.
Better get started now. Call

457-5473
MINNESOTA

CULTURAL IDIOCY QUIZ ANSWERS
1. SIXTEEN CANDLES

10. MY BLUE HEAVEN

2. PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED

11. TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

JOB

3. MY OWN PRIVATE IDAHO

12. TAKE THIS

4. MY GIRL

13. ONLY THE LONELY

5. STAND BY ME

14. CHANCES ARE

6. VALLEY GIRL

15. BLUE VELVET

7. WHEN

16. THE MIGHTY QUINN

A

MAN LOVES A WOMAN

8. CAN'T BUY ME LOVE

1 7.

Americans AL.:16141 13 t

AND SHOVE IT

The Army National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

WINONA

JUMPIN' JACK FLASH

9. DEMOLITION MAN

LT • S • A_

UNIQUE SPORTS APPAREL

FORMERLY

S

IGNET
PORTSWEAR

Factory Outlet
9 Day Christmas Sale
SWEATSHIRTS

Contact
Jessica in
The Winonan
Office today!

X-MAS

T-SHIRTS
GARMENTS
resort prints, college prints,
embroidered & screenprinted garments

NOTHIN- G OVER $15
FRI. DEC. 2 THRU SAT. DEC. 10
OPEN 9-5 SUNDAY 11-4
902 E. 21-id ST. WINONA

4x,

Great X-Mas
Present Ideas!
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Women's Basketball

It's in the numbers

Stout
stops
Winona

O.K. Winona. This is your wakeup call, Do not turn off this alarm
dock. It is here to help you out.
The sports programs here at
DAVID
Winona State aren't even known to
BOEHLER
exist to some of you out there in the
Sports
community.
Editor
The students here are fine, it's
outside of this college in the socalled real world that isn't getting
the message.
To just see exactly what some of
this city's residents know about sports at our university, my reporters and
I ventured into the world of the survey. Everyone should have the chance
to beg people to take part in this important column data-soon to be artifact
material.
The assignment was somewhat simple. Call anyone in the Winona
phone book and get two answers. There are variations in the way to do this
One can open the phone book, close their eyes and pick names. Or one can
open the book and pick names by shooting darts at them.
The easiest form is just randomly picking names throughout the book
and ask them this 1) Do you know what place this year's football team
finished at WSU and 2) Can you name any of the men on this year's
basketball team at WSU?
Now granted, everyone in every city is not going to know everything
about sports. I was not expecting to get every person to respond correctly.
I was however, hoping for a little more politeness.
"Hi. I'm so and so and I was wondering..."
Caller's response: "Uh. I don't have the time right now Maybe later."
So are we supposed to call you back or are you going to mail your two
simple, yes/no answer response? For further references, a nice -No" will
suffice.

By ARIK HANSON
Sports Reporter

Two-thirds didn't know the football team took 1st
Speaking of no, the 529 people that were nice enough to take the time
seemed to favor that answer. 338 of these people (64%) did not know what
place the football team finished in That leaves 191 or 36% that knew WSU
came in first place. A little over one-third knew the Warriors won the
conference championship.
Why is this? Again, I don't expect the yes answers to be one-sided and
I'm sure if I sent my reporters to every bar in this town, they would be That's
the thing about surveys.
I am not a surveyor nor do I intend to be. This is not the most mindboggling survey you'll come across. Who knows? Maybe if we asked
another 529 people they all would know the answer. The thing is, that seems
unlikely in this town.
When traffic flows by the football field, it is ignored by any flag or banner
proclaiming WSU as Northern Sun Intercollegiate Champions. Even across
the street, the Big Cheese has a little billboard with the daily special. They
are selling their merchandise unlike the people here who should be selling
the football program.
Maybe we could change their sign around to point to the football field
and rearrange the lettering to read "WSU Football-1993, 1994 NSIC
Champs." Sorry Big Cheese, but something has to be done here.

Only 18% can name a WSU Basketball player
The knowledge of the second question was pathetic. Only 97 people
(18%) could name a basketball player. Of those, no one could name more
than three people on the team. That gives us 432 people (82%) who did not
know a single basketball player on the men's team this year
We have reasons for this catastrophe also We have no television stations
in town to cover any local news, let alone sports. There's nothing we can do
about this The newspaper here doesn't help much either when they cover
just as much in high school sports as they do for college.
I always thought college was a step above high school. In this town, I
guess not

Men's Basketball

Tom Loucks/Photo Editor

Angle Bohringer keeps an eye on the ball as a University Wisconsin Stout player tries to defend
her from making a play during last Saturday night's match in McCown gymnasium.

Awards aplenty for football, volleyball
Post-season awards were recently
handed out to various members of
Winona State University's football and
volleyball teams.
Leading the way from the football
program were Dave Ludy and Nate
Gruber, both of which were selected to
the 1994 NCAA Division II All-Midwest Region Team .
Ludy, a senior, was named as the

all-purpose back on the first team offense.
Gruber, also a senior, made the first
team defense as a defensive back.
Seven members of the Warriors
made the 1994 All-Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference Football
Team.
Ludy was voted the leagues Most
Valuable Player and made first team

I Warriors return

offense at running back while Gruber
was winner of the Glen Galligan Award
for being the league's top football
scholar-athlete and first team defense
as a defensive back.
Other Warriors who made first team
offense were: tight end 'Keith
Lockwood, offensive lineman Leonard
Prasczewicz, and receiver Scott
Schmaltz.

For the defense team, defensive lineman John Groh and linebacker Jason
Becker`were selected.
On the second team were: Doug
Becher, Joe Hutter, Colby Vogt, Mike
Greengard, and Michael Usgaard.
Making the 1994 All-NSIC Volleyball Team from WSU were setter Amy
Ball, a junior, and senior outside hitter
Stephanie Rieder, a repeat member.

Out for revenge
against WSU?

from Indiana

By KEVIN BECHARD

By SCOTT KRAMP

The inside-outside combination of
Sports Reporter
Plitzuweit and Ousley finished the
night with 27 and 23 points, respecWinona State University is glad to tively. Ousley also controlled the
be home. The only problem is, they hit boards as he ended up with 12 rethe road again for a game in Illinios hounds in the contest.
this Saturday
The Warriors fourth game in seven Defeat Saint Mary's, 59-57
days took place last Monday night in a
91-85 loss to Indiana UniversityPerhaps the biggest game of the
Purdue University at Indianapolis, week had more to do with pride than
dropping their record to 4-3.
with anything else. It was the "Battle
With just under six and a half min- for the Rock III" versus cross-town
utes left, WSU was down by two but rival Saint Mary's.
then committed two turnovers to let
The Warriors faced former teamthe game slip away.
mate Donald Jordan for the first time
Carlos Knox's game-high 31 points as a Saint Mary's Cardinal. Jordan led
also did in the Warriors. Leading WSU all scorers with 19 points, but it proved
was Damon Scott with 2lpoints and to be not quite enough.
seven assists while teammate Pat
Jordan had the chance to either tie
Thorsell chipped in 18.
or win in the closing seconds of the
Last Friday and Saturday, the team game. His three point attempt at the
took part in the Southern Indiana Tour- buzzer clanged off the front of the rim,
nament.
preserving a Winona State win, 59-57.
The balanced Warrior attack feaLose to No. 1 team in Div. II tured four players scoring in doubls
figures. Pat Thorsell, who played a big
Their 1-1 tourney record is a bit part in containing Jordan, scored 11
deceiving because the one loss came at points to go along with his excellent
the hands of the number one ranked defense.
Sowinski and Ousley controlled the
NCAA Division II team in the nation,
inside game as they finished with 16
Southern Indiana.
The Warriors fell to the Eagles 92- points a piece. Ousley also did an79 on Friday night, but they went down other excellent job rebounding, as he
swinging. WSU clawed its way back cleaned the glass for another 8 boards.
Saint Mary's has lost 13 of its last 15
into the game over and over, only to
contests to WSU, as well as seven concome up short.
Forward Brad Sowinski led the secutive games.
Warriors by pouring in 28 points
NSIC Standings
against the Eagles. Guard Damon Scott
W-L O'all
and postman Rodney Ousley also
Northern St.
0-0
6-0
played well in the loss.
UM-Morris
0-0 5-2
UM-Duluth
0-0 4-2
End with win for third place
Moorhead St.
0-0
4-2
In the third place game on Saturday
night, Eric Plitzuweit and Ousley led
the charge against the CarsonNewman Eagles as the Warriors ousted
them 75-65. The Warriors took the
lead in the opening minutes of the
second half and never looked back.

A late second half comeback fell
short Saturday night asWinona State
University lost to the University of
Wisconsin-Stout, 84-77 to drop its
record to 3-4
Despite the loss, the game marked
the return of Warrior forward Angie
Bohringer. Bohringer missed most of
last year with a severe knee injury, but
surprised even her coaches scoring 16
points in her second game back.
"We used her a little more than we
wanted to," Winona State head coach
Terri Sheridan admitted. "She made a
difference out there."
After playing to a 41-41 halftime
draw, a 13-0 Stout run gave it a 66-49
lead, the largest of the night.
But the Warriors never quit, cutting
the lead to six with 226 remaining by
pounding the ball inside to Bohringer
and Kelly Jansen. Stout's lead shrunk
to four as Jansen hit two of her 17
points with 1:33 left.
However, the Warriors would get
no closer. Clutch free throws by Stout's
Yonna Grey gave the Blue Devils an
insurmountable 84-771ead with 15 seconds left in the game.
"We played well for 30 minutes,"
said Sheridan. "We have to play well
for 40 minutes,"
Despite the loss the Warriors can
look forward to having Bohringer back
in the lineup.
"It felt good playing with the team
again," said Bohringer, "I wasn't thinking about my knee and felt comfortable playing on the home court."
See Basketball, page 11

Winona State

0-0 4-2

Bemidji St.
Southwest St.

0-0 3-3
0-0 0-5

Assistant Sports Editor

The basketball contest for "The
Battle For The Rock" between Winona
State University and Saint Mary's is a
big game in itself, but this season, the
Warriors had to make due without
former teammate Donald Jordan.
About halfway through last season, Jordan decided to transfer because
of the result of an argument with the
Athletic Department.

Sitting out a big factor
But Jordan did not transfer far, instead he stayed in the city of Winona to
attend Saint Mary's. No question about
it, Jordan obviously had the skill to
play in Division 1 competition out of
high school and still does, such as with
Dayton University in Ohio.
But according to Jordan and other
Division 1 schools, he would have to
sit out for a season, which in turn did
not sit well with Jordan.
"When I looked into these schools,
they told me that I would have sit out
for a season," said Jordan. 'This was
probably one of the key reasons why I
did not choose to transfer to a larger
college."
When asked why he decided to stay
in Winona and attend a private school,
Jordan said: "All in all, this city isn't
too bad. Besides, I've attended private
schools all my life, so I'm glad that I
was able to attend one in college."
After Donald transferred, rumors
developed which said that he was seeking revenge on WSU' s basketball team.

NEXT UP: at Southern ill.-

Ed wardsville, Sat.
Home vs. Mankato St.
Tues., Dec. 13 at 7:30

Tom Loucks/Photo Edkor

Donald Jordan goes up for a basket during the Battle for the
Rock contest held Last Wednesday at SMC.

Donald Jordan

between Jordan and the Athletic Department last year, he has managed to
keep in contact with his former teammates.
"I still talk to Damon Scott and
Rodney Ousley quite a bit, and I was
really excited to play against my former
teammates," said Jordan.
" It was a good game. They played
solid defense against me beCause they
knew what I was capable of doing, and
held me to only three points (in the
first half)," said dan.
Jor "Although we
were behind by a large margin at the
end of the first half, our play in the
second half was strong enough where
we could have beaten the Warriors. I
felt as if our club wa s as good as WSU's,
if not better."
Jordan scored 16 points in the second half, for a total of 19.
The Warriors had a two point lead
No intention of getting back with about six seconds remaining, and
the ball immediately went to the hands
"I want to make it clear that I had no of Donald. His last second three pointer
intention of getting back at WSU," said would have given the Cardinals a big
Jordan. "It is a good school, but things win, but the shot missed, and the Wardidn't work out, so I decided to trans- riors managed to hang on to the vicfer. I now understand that what hap-. tory. '
pened last year is in the past, and that
"It's too bad the shot didn't fall, for
I need to go on with my life. I'm it would have been something else to
satisfied with where I'm at right now." win, but they also played a solid game,"
Although there was some tension said Jordan.
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Basketball / WSU travels to Colorado

Weather outside is frightful
By ALEX JOCHANIEWICZ

Outdoor Columnist
Old Man Winter has arrived. His
full power is yet to be felt, but the
constant chill in the air foreshadows
the merciless cold soon to come.
While walking in the sobering
frost air, I think of what most people
think of-. getting warm. Warmth. It
is so taken advantage of. We only
miss it when we are freezing on the
way to class.
A wise person once said to me,
"A smart person is a warm person."
All philosophical or hypothetical arguments aside, it makes sense. Only
an idiot will choose to remain cold.
So, although this is an outdoor column, stay indoors. It is warm there.
What better feeling is there than
lounging around on a couch on a
cold winter day. Someone says that
they have to go somewhere., to brave
the elements and step outside in that
biting cold. Everyone else laughs
and says something along the lines

like, " Sucks to be you ", or " Close the
door on your way out, don't let the cold
air in.". The hapless soul envies the
others and their comfortably warm bodies while stepping out the door.
Another wise person once said to
me, " You can't be warm and look good
at the same time."
All philosophical or hypothetical arguments aside, it deems true. No
amount of clothing, long underwear,
gloves, hats, boots, or jackets, will make
you truly warm. All the extra clothing
does is delay the inevitable. Sooner or
later, you'll get cold.
Going out for a night poses the constant question. Should I bring my jacket?
Should I wear my gloves, a scarf, and a
hat? Your mother would surely agree,
but then again, you know better. Who
wants to worry about where their jacket
is at the bar or at a party. Even worse,
what happens, God forbid, if you end
up losing your precious mittens or scarf.
The risk is too great.
Furthermore, who really looks good
all dressed up like a child ready for

• .•

-

7. .130";
4. •

The Warriors lost their first contest
to Air Force Academy, who will return
to Division I next year, 87-60.
Vicki Field scored 10 points, but
was the only Warrior in double-figures. The loss dropped the Warriors
record to 1-2 for the season.
Winona State came back strong in
their next game, beating Regis University 59-58.
The Warriors were sparked by Julia
Barthel, who came off the bench to
score a game-high 14 points.
In the final game of the road swing,
Winona State took their 2-2 record up
against the University of Denver.
Denver scored the games first 12
points and never looked back, winning 72-51.
Jennifer Hosting totaled 16 points
and 7 rebounds, but the Warriors shot
just 33% from the field for the game,
lowering the record to 2-3 for the 199495 campaign.
NEXT UP: at Mt. Mercy, Sat.
at Saint Mary's, Tues.

On the road Thursday night the
Warriors picked up their third win by
beating the previously undefeated
Upper Iowa Peacocks, 73-57.
The Warriors sprinted out to a 3116 halftime lead by continually breaking the Peacocks press and getting easy
transition baskets.
Senior Megan Lanham and sophomore Tori Thoreson led the Warrior
attack with 13 points apiece. Lanham
also had 6 rebounds and 5 assists while
handling most of the Peacocks pressing defense.
Although the Warriors won the
game, Sheridan feels there is room for
improvement.
"We need to tighten our defense
and work on the little things," said
Sheridan.
The Warriors defense did hold
Walida Hawkins, Upper Iowa's leading scorer, to zero points.
Over Thanksgiving break the Warriors took on Air Force, Regis University and the University of Denver on a
seven-day Colorado road trip.

sledding? Wearing a hat ruins your
hair, a scarf hides your beautiful face,
and all long underwear does is make
you hot once your inside. Mom didn't
realize the magnitude of the situation. On second thought, it better to
leave the precious items behind and
bear the elements.
Pretty soon le,aving the warmth of
flannel sheets and down comforters
to go to class will seem like a sick joke,
Get up? Walk to class? Do you know
how cold it is out there? If you do
have the will power to do so, more
power to you Yet I believe everyone
has at one point or another, and another, and another, been in such a
situaton.
We aren't ducks that can just fly
south for the winter when it gets to
cold. Instead, we must deal with it
My advice, if you want it is to be
smart, and don't worry too much
about looking good- everyone gets
cold.
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After just three years
in the Army, your college
loan could be a thing of the
past.
Under the Army's L,oan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active
duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500,
whichever arnount is
greater, up to a $55,000
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This offer applies to
Perkins Loans, Stafford
Loans and certain other
federally insured loans
which are not in default.
And this is just the first
of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole
story from your Army
Recruiter.
C all 784-8340
IN LACROSSE
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ANNOUNCING TWO NEW CREF ACCOUNTS

Little Caesars Pizz
WINONA- 452-8752

•

1201 GELMORE AVENUE (IN THE WINONA MALL)

WE DELIVER!
(Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Delivery area limited to ensure safe driving!)

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 28, 1994

2 MEDIUM Pizzas $5.99
2 LARGE Pizzas $8.99
with cheese, Pepperoni,
or Italian Sausage

YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO
COMPLETELY OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY
DIFFERENT WAYS TO INVEST IN STOCKS.
WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
Introducing the CREF Growth Account and the CREF Equity Index Account.

• • GREETINGS • GREETINGS • GREETINGS • GREETINGS •

71—

PIZZA! PIZZA'
LARGE
with one topping
or extra cheese
75 cents each per
pizza!

ONE
PIZZA

$4.99 + TAX

$5.99 + TAX

PIZZAS

43)
TWO
PIZZAS

TWO
PIZZAS

$5.99 + TAX

$7.99 + TAX

$9.99 + TAX

Expires 12/14/94

Expires 12/14/94

Exthres 12/14/94

$3

'77i)Little Caesars'

411)

].

It Little Caesars-

at parlidrdirq =yard slwr.41,14 LCI,

r

PIZZA' PIZZA'
MEDIUM
with one topping
or extra cheese
65 cents each per
pizza!

D.. • :-

r

ONE
PIZZA

ONE
PIZZA

L._

-

01994 Terze ier■ • 111,11f1,11."I

PIZZA! PIZZA!
SMALL
with one topping
or extra cheese
50 cents each per
pizza!

•• x.

C_)

hether you want a fund that
selects specific stocks or one that
covers the market, we're on the same page.,
Our new CREF Growth and CREF
Equity Index Accounts use two distinct
strategies for investing in the stock market, but both aim to provide what every
smart investor looks for: long-term
growth that outpaces inflation'
The CREF Growth Account searches
for individual companies that are
poised for superior growth. In contrast,
the Equity Index Account looks for more
diversification, with a portfolio encompassing almost the entire range of U.S.
stock investments. It will invest in stocks

in the Russell 30007" a broad index of
U.S. stocks.
Like our CREF Stock Account, which
combines active, indexed, and foreign
investing, and our Global Equities
Account, which actively seeks opportunities worldwide, the new funds are managed
by experienced investment professionals.
They're the same experts who have helped
make TIAA-CREF the largest pension
system in the U.S., managing over $130
billion in assets.
To find out more about our new stock
funds, and building your portfolio with
TIAA-CREF, just call 1 800 842 2776.
And take your pick.
-

-

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it"
'Ti,, new funds are availabl e for Retirement Annuities subject to the terms of your institution's plan. They are available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuities.
**The Ruud 3000 e a registered trademark of the Frank Russell Company. Russell is not • sponsor of the CREF Equity Index Account and is not affiliated with it in any way.
For more complete information. including charges and expenws. call I 800-842-2733. ext. 3509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospecen carefully before you invest or seed money.
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF' Individual and Institutional Services. Inc.

•
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SPRING BREAK '95 EARN A
COMMISSION, FREE TRIP AND OR
BOTH BY SELLING SPRING
BREAK PACKAGES TO
MAZATLAN, CANCUN OR
ACAPULCO - FOR INFORMATION
CALL 1-800-446-8355.

FOR RENT
Wanted: Two males to live with two
other males" Available 11-17: 1/2
block from campus, close to laundry,
neat and clean. Heat Pd. If interested
contact Sarah or Tammy at 453-0301.

MN/

Wanted!
Individuals, stuent Organizations
and Small Groups to Promote SPRING
BREAK '95. Earn substantial MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL THE
NATION'S LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.

HUGE ROOM TO SUBLEASE TO
MALE OR FEMALE, 374 CENTER
ST., ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS,
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. $100.00/
MONTH + UTILITIES. CALL CRAIG
COLLECT AT (515) 696-5921.

SPRING BREAK Mazatlan from
$399. Air/7 nights hotel/FREE nightly
beer parties/discounts.
1-800-366-4786 OR (612) 8939679

EXCELLENT EFFICIENCY TO
FOUR BEDROOM. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. PHONE A.S.A.P. 454-1909
to reserve the apartment of your choice
for next school yearl
EDSTROM PROPERTIES!

HELP WANTED!!!
Individuals students/organizations
to promote Spring Break Trips. Earn
high dollar commissions and free trips.
Must be outgoing and creative. Call
immediately 1-800-217-2021

SPRING BREAK
*MAZATLAN*** #1 iin fun!! Best
prices!! Organize 15 students and
travel free or earn cash/both. Call
Chad at CLASSIC TRAVEL: 1-800798-1509.

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Indviduals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013.

HELP WANTED
CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGEarn up to $2,000+/mo. onCruise
Ships or Land-Tourcompanies.
World travel. Seasonal and FullTime employment available. No exp.
necessary. For info. call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C56771

Are you a organizer? Like to get
people together? Make $$, gain excellent business experience an dearn
free travel by marketing our Spring
Break packages. Call Blue Iguana
Tours: 1 800 868 7423.
-

NANNIES!!!!
The Elite Nanny Service! Call us to
find the best jobs available in th e
childcare field. One year commitment
only. Nannies Plus 1-800-752-0078.
Free 900 ifs Plenty Available
Send 2 f/c stamps to R. Volpi, 226
seminary Ave. WS, Yonkers, NY
10704. Become a broker!

EARN $100.00 COMMISSION

-

CRUISE SHIP JOBS:
Attention students! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/fuRtime. World
travel. Carribean, Hawaii. Tour
Guides, Gift shop sales, Deck hands,
':asino Workers. No experience.
.41II:(602) 453-4651

Earn a free trip, money or both. We
are looking for outstanding students or
organizations to sell our Spring Break
package to Mazatlan. For more info.
CALL 1-800-366-4786 OR (612) 8939679

Consider an international experience in Norway next year. The WSU
Oslo Exchange Committee is now
accepting applications from students
interested in spending the 95-96
academic year studying in Oslo, Norway as part of WSU's oldest international student exchange program. All
majors are encouraged to apply. Application deadline is January 31, 1995.
For more information or for an application form, cantact the International
Studies Office in minne 128 or one of
the following committee members:
Prof.Roger Carlson, Geography
Minne 327
Prof. Shirley Eiken, BEOA
Somsen 319D
Prof.James Erickson, ACEED
Somsen 109B
Prof. Ron Stevens, Sociology
Minnee 232

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600$800 every week.
FREE Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11230
Oh the weather outside is frightful
but your bode in those snowpants
is delightful
and since we're stuck in Winona dear
lets drink a lager beer, a lager beer
a lager beer.
When we finally kiss good night
how I hate going outto roads thatare
never plowed
but as long as you hold me tight
even stuck ina snow bank I'll feel
proud.
So, let it snow let it snow let it snow.

ON ALL ORDERS PAYABLE IMMEDIATELY. SIGN UP BUSINESS
TO ACCEPT CHECKS BY PHONE.
SEND 2 STAMPS. R. VOLPI, 226
SEMINARY AVE WS, YONKERS, NY
10704.

1)

'non

Vb.311a Si tin thi , :ersily's Sind, 11 ,,spo cr

Travel Abroad and Work. Make
up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching
basic conversational English in Ja-

Name ___

SS R

Address

Sold by

pan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information call:

City / Stale / Zip

Billing

Phone

Type

(206) 632-1146 ext. j56771

WANTED!!
Individuals, Student Organizations
and Small Groups to Promote SPRING
BREAK '95. Earn substantial MONEY
AND FREE TRIPS. CALL THE
NATIONS LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.

-

Winona Firm NEEDS:
6 sports-minded Individuals for
opportunity with local branch of a
national company. Part-time and Fulltime positions available. Most of our
people are in the 18-35 age bracket
and are making $400-$700/wk.
CALL 454-0153

FUNDRAISING
choose from 3 different fundraisers
lasting either 3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn $S$ for you group plus
personal cash bonuses for yourself.
Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

I •
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TOYS WANTED!! G.I. JOE'S,
STAR WARS, HOT WHEELS, TOUS
OF ALL KINDS. Preferably early 80's
or before. Call Brian (608) 687-7572.
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Ad Copy
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Rates
Don't you hate those classified
poems that don't rhyme for a damn!?

Students 25 C per line
All student

local 50 c per line

National $1.00 per line

ads must ho prepaid 01 Ihe Ca3t, er's Office 107 Somsen Hall
Sturluol IO requirud to pidce ads al rludent rate
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Student
ommencement
Speaker

i

QUALIFICATIONS

*Some Speaking Experience
*Minimum 2.5 G.P.A.
*Graduating Senior (Spring '95),
F:ck Up Applications in the Student Senate Office

Applications available after December 2nd
JEADIANE: JANUARY 10TH, 4PM

J

